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2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The.meeting will please come 

3 to· order~ 

4 The· subject of to.day's· me.eting is a. briefing on 
·. . ... 

5 pressurized thermal·· sh.eek o~ ·reactor . pressure vessels. The 

6bri~fing. ~s being held in accord- with the Commission'~ 

. 1·contintting interest·· in· this important topic and with· its 

Bdesire to be briefed periodically on progress being· made. 

9 · At this time I suggest that we proceed with the 

10.briefing and turn the meeting over to Mr. Dircks of EDO. 

,11 MR. DIRCKS: Mr. Chairman, this is. to give you a 

12 status. report. on where we stand on this issue and to bring·.· 
. . . 

13 you up to- date o.n.the. recent staff actions that.have· 

- 1~6~curred since.the last ti~e.we addressed the Commission. 
.. . 

.15. Tom-Murley will do.the briefing. Torn, as you 

16 know, has recently· shifted over· to a· new position. Bu.t 

. 17 since he· had followed:· this issue up to· very recent days we 

18 thought he should d~ it. Steve Hanauer is there to provide·· 
. . . . . 

· 19 the transition team ·and will pick ·up · To'm 's duties as Tom 1s 

20 phased out •. · 
.. 

. 21 With that, Tom, will you begin • 
. . . 

22 MR. M'URLEY: .. I do this in my spare time at night. 
'•' 

.23 .-· ··- .(Laughter.) 

24. A lcit cif wor~ has:be~n- done on this topic of 

· ..• 25 pressu~i.zed thermal shock since we briefed you. first last 
·' .. .. . . . . . , , . 

. : ., 

·. ·. 
A!-DERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,. 
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1 June. The sta£f conclusions are reaily the same as we 

2 reported them b~ck last June, although.we have· much more 

3 information~ Still there is a lot of work.that is ne_eded to 

4divel0p a· s~pportable regulatory position and that is why we 

. · .. ~- believ~· that' we .are stil.l" 'g~ing· to ·need the e_xtra time. to 

6 develop· the basis for a i;;taf:f .position on· the matter •. · .. 

7 So I wilL discuss this recent infarmatiori- since 

Blast Sept~mber when we were down last and then where we seem· 

9to be going. 

. 10 Could I have the first chart, please • 

11 . :(Slid~ p~esentatidn.) 

12 I think it is important to recognize that there· is 

· 1a~o clear~cu~ time,or staius o~ a vessel when a vessel 

.. 14 changes ·from being. safe to being. unsafe •. I .. have· found· that 
. - . . . . . ··. . 

15 a very ·di.f'ficult c~ncept .. to ·get acres~ ~hen I discu-ss it 

... 16 with "the m~dia,. :but ft ·is. largely a matter. of judgment which 

17 depends on a good understanding. of the risks involved.> 
.. . . ' . . 

18 COMMISSIONER GitINSKYi . Wait a minute~ I hav~ a 
. . 

19 li ttie trouble absorbing it also. Clearly there is a 

·2ocontinuum and things can get worse· and worse:and worse and 
. . 

21 so on, and as that happens the risks go up. 

22 MR. MURLEY: That is iight. 

23 COMMISSIONER · GILil{SKY: - .· S_o in nature. there. -lsn 't 

·24 a'n7(' sharp· line~, But we have. got; to. decide· where we think we 

25 o_ught to· __ draw.· the'..line. 

j 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 

400 VIRGINIA AVE;, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 
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1 MR. MURLEY1 Yes. 

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Are you going to address 

--~-· ·:_-~-------·---:---· . . 

.. . . . , - -··--...- .. 

·--- -~· ---

·.e. 

. ____ ---4- .- . MB. ~URLEY: Ye~ •. That is ~here we are ~ea~ed, as 
,. 

_ 5 a matter of· fact.: 

6 COMMISSIONER.GILINSKY: But I mean:that is true·o~ 
. -· ----- -·· 
~- - ·---(everything w.e deal with • That is t~ue of thickness of 

... _ ~----a containments or. just anything_. 

. 9::: ·MR. MURLEY: The goal is to draw that lin·e, that 
... ______ _ .. 

___ JO is right. Right. now ·our regulations do. not· place. any limits 

11 on th·e· brittleness of pressure vessels.. The risks 

12 involved 

13 COMHISSIONER·GILINSKY: Wait a·minute •. : Isn't.one 

, 14 of the. appendices to· Part· SO devoted .to. this matter, or am I 

.' 15 wrong?. 

16 MR~ MURLEY: Yes. Ap~endix G discusses it, but it 

· 17 is. mainly cool-down·. limits and heat-up rates. It does not 
. . . -

18Place ~n ab~olute limit per_se 6~ the brittlene~s in ter~s 
. . . . 

19 of. ref.erence temperature. that· a vesseL can· reach. Tha,t is 

· 20 what we are ai·miiiq for, as a matter of· fact. That is the· 

21voal of this program. 

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. .A:te you aiming for some 
- . . . . . 

23 re_ference. temperatur-e? I. thought your first· comment: there · 

~4was that another ~~Y of looking is ~aiing that· yo~ can~t 

25 sim·ply· set ·a single reference temperature and· say that w111: 

. ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 

400_ VIRGINIA AVE_., S:W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 200:24 (202) 554~2345 
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1 be the_ criteria. 

2 MR-. MURLEY: No~ I didn't mean that. There is no 

3 clear-~ut line, that is meant to say, that you could talk 

4 about - a - vessel'· beinq _safe versus_ unsafe.. N'ow, as 
,-

5 Commissioner Gilinsky points out, -nevertheless one has- to 

6 have requl.ations.. We will do that when we assess, the risk •. 

7Presumably there vill be a s~fety goal or some kind-of 

8 target we can anal·yze. 

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Wait a minute. That is 

10 something: for- the: long term. thouqh. lle may -not have a 

11 regulation. now, but we have to. have a view on what is 

12 acceptable _and what_ isn't acceptable. _Are we going to hear 

13abo_ut that? 

' 14 MR. ·MURLEY:. Yes. Our view is that the vessel~ 

1s-a.re- acceptable now--:and tlia t we believe we do need a 

_ 16 reg_ulatoi::.y-. limit but it takes time to -develop one that -is 

17 supportable. We: hope to ha\re one, say, by next summer • 

, 18 . CHAIRMAN'.PALLADINO:. You wil:l address, __ however,-

· 19 what our, ri.sk. is in_ the interim? 

20 MR. MURLEY:. Yes. 

21 COMMISSIONER AHEARN~: And what kind or a 

22 ·criterion or se:t of criteria you are tentatively looking-_ at? 

23 

24 

.MR; MURtE!: Yes. We can talk about that. 

The items involved clear1y are v_ery complicated.: 

- 2s This_ i-s one -of - the more,~ if -not the most complicated, - type. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,. 
' , . ,• . . . . ' . 

-400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W.0 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 
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1-o~ regu1atory·~ssue.that we face because it cut~ across many 

2 'di.sciplines and. many matters •. You have the. transients, the 

3 vessei: properties and· so· forth. 

4 ·. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Wou1dn't you also add to 

5 that .1ist operator action? 

. 6 MR• MURLEY':: ·Yes, I should have. That is right • 

T COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: .That seemed to be a major 

a poin.t in much of the discussion. 

9 MR. MURLEY: Yes. 

. 10 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Are there. many.mysteries 

· 11 about the· material. properties of plate; and we1d meta1? . 

. 12. MR~ MURLEY: Yes, there are, becaus• it is 

. 13 irradiated>· a·nd. ·.that _does, it •... 

14; ·: The. second· c.hart:;. please • .' 

~5 ... Now·,. this is· a ,highly schema.tic curve. . I had 

. 16 hoped to· illustrate. the following ·point, that .for. any given 

11·reactor one.can presumably c~nstru~t ~ curve·oi th~ 
' ~ . ' : . ··~-.;:, ~-~· ' 

18 probabi'lity "of a. transient of gfven "severi:ty versus the 

19 severity. of the transient .•. · Our experience t.ells us. that it 
.· 

20.fa11s·· off. with severity. ·.So_ that there are a whole class of 

21 over~cooling transients that·one could talk about. 

22 We have in·· the past d~ell&d very.heavili:on the 
. . ' 

23 Rancho. Seco ·transient becaus~ it. is· one that· ~as 
.,,'· 

. . . ' 
' . . . : 

24 experienced~ So .we tend. to use that as. a benchmark in our . 
·. ,. . . .: - . ·. . . .. ·' 

25 caic~iatic>n~. and: it ha.s. a certain proba})ili ty_ of occurrin,g 

A~DERSQN REPORTiNG COMP~N~. INC, 

· 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHl[\IGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 



1 that is shown schematically there. 

2 On the other hand, there can be, and we.have 

3always recoqnized that there can be more severe 

4 transients _:__ 

7 

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY ; .. You say "which would cause 

6 vessel. cracking." Which' vessel, the Rancho Seco vessel or 

7 some other vessel? 

8 MR. MURLEY~ Well, that is my point. This curve 

a would be different if we could construct it. This would be 

10 different for each reactor. 

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is. this for. the Rancho 

12 Seco vessel,? 

13 

14 

MR. MURLEY: . It is just a.schematic. 

COHMtSSIONER GILINSKY: The reason I ask is 

1sbecause last time L beli~ve you or someone elsa informed us 

1ethat the Rancho Seco transient in another vessel miqht have 

17 led to cracking. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I think that is consistent 

19with what Tom is saying. What he is saying is that each 

2ovessel has to be analyzed for each series 

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: That is what I am asking, 

22whether that is for the Rancho Seco vessel or not. 

23 MR. MURLEY: Well, that could.be, for example~ for 

. 24 the Rancho Seco vessel. Let's say it were. It has some 

25certain prob~bility of.occurring but we ·would assess that it 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 

. 400 VIRGINIA AVE.,'s.w., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 
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1 wouldn't threaten the Rancho Seco vessel now at all and 

.2 probably . .' not £or. another, say, ten .. effective full-power 
. . 

3: years~ · But. there c~uid .. be a more se,-,.ere tr~nsient show down 

· 4 on the- curv~·that · couid. ·threaten ·the vessel. 
. . s··· .. · · COMMISStONER 'AHEA'JiNE:: .· r think· vic.'s . point 'though~ 

a: Tom~ is:; that; the. last 'time there wa:s an··impression left "that 

7 the RanchQ' Se.co transient itself could be· that transient 

a which. would cause vessel crackinq in some other· vessel, 

9 correct? 

.. 10 .MB •. MURLEY',. Not.yet, no~ 

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: , That is what .I thought •.. 

. 12 .·MR.. MURLEY~· We have analyzed the. o-ldest vessels 
.. 

13'usin~. our: c:;>wn analysis methods developed: largely at .Oak· 
. ' ' ·, ·' .. 

14.i.idqe ,: and. we; .wouid -say . that . even., for· the oldest • vessei 
'.• .. ',.•' 

.15 :today· th'e Rancho Seco .. transient: wo.uid not crack that' vessel 

1.6 using-. nomina:J::. properties, 'that is not: the very. worst. 

·. 17Propeities th~t yori:could imagine~ 
. ,,, .. -·· . . . . 

Next chart; ·please •. · .· 18 

19. · · • ·.This is highly technical. ··I showed. it ·to. the ACRS 

· 20 when; we.· talked to· :them a couple· of· months aqo ~ It· is. to · 
. ·.· . •' ' ' 

21 illustrate the staff's· vie.ws that· there· are -a·. number of · 
' . ' : . ' . : . 

22 margi'ns .in: the' fracture. ~echanics ana·lyses, that are .done. 

:23 . Probably the two' most. importan,t would be the 

... 24 second. and<;thir~ btiliets :j:here.· The .. actual. :.shift' in' 

.·.·. 2s:temperature:. we_-, think. will. pro})ably be less than we .. use .in . 
... -- "· - - . 

.. · '.~ _:· -. : . _ _. .. ':- ' 

·:- -

•• • ' <' ' • • ' •. ' ' 

ALDERSOf';I REPORTING C0fy1PANY, INC,· 
•• \• < . ·~ · .. 

400 v1RG1N1A Ave:. s.w:. wAsri1NGroN: ci.c. 20024 <202> 554-2~45 
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· .l Reg. Guide 1. 99 .• - That will. be_ borne out. later -as we see in 

2 the i:es.pc>nses'- that we got _from industry~ 
' - ' . ' . - . - ·, . ' - , . ·. . ·~ 

3_ _ _ Similarly,- the. ASHE Code toughness curves that we_ 
-- J:' ' - ' 

- -

' 4 use i in the' calculations· tend to. be, -and in' fact are -lower ' -

- - 5 bound C\]rves.-, We-- don. t know: the amount of margins that 

•. 6 those two-·items: give~ us, but 'we- are doing a statistical. 

7anal.ysis to. try to get a better handle on the margins~ 

8 , 
'• Now, there are sources of non-conserva:tisms ---

9 COHH·ISSIONER •-AHEARNE; · __ ·.Could -I. just ask a question?·_ 

10 MR. MURLEY~ .Yes. 

COHMISSIOBiR AHEARNE{ The first bull.et, is it 

- 12 just -tha_t: you assume the- presence of a fl.aw, or do· you· 

·_ 13assume a•presence Of.a necessar.y size•fla:w~ - -

14' 

· 15 crack. 

-16 - COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:" Now -YOU don •t· feel' that 

17 that a~so-ls an important. --- (Inaudible). 

18 --MR• MURLEY:. Yes, it is. It is a.conservatism~ 

19 It .-is almost impossible to quantify_ is the problem._ So we -: 
·, - - . . . .' 

20 take. t.he co~~ervative- regulatory -posture. that we j-ust have 

21: to assume a flaw. 

.22 COMMIS_SIONER AHEARNE:: · But; as: l tried_ to' draw 

- 23-out', 1t--.-is more than ju~f- a flaw. 'It, is a ,£law' of -~'- certain.-

24 in i:nimum size~'. : '-
'. .. ' .· . ' 

", \·' 

. ·. . . . . · .. : · .. 

'25 MR_. MURLEY:; , Yes,: but. for 'th.'e _ k-inds. of· severe --
•.'' . 

. '-···' 
.· , .. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, ' . . ' . '. 
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1 transients that we look at it doesn ~ t. take a very deep. 

2 flaw. ·A· half an ·inch, for example, deep flaw can initiate. a 

.3 crack. 

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ·Ar~ those ~ommonl~forind? 

.5 MR~:HURLEY: 
· ...... 

~he question is are th•y c6~monly' 

6 f O\lnd? They· have really only. star-ted looking_ with good 

7techniques, as I mentioned:last time, ultrasonic techniques 

arece~tly. They· looked at the Oconee· 1 vessel for the 

9ten-year~inspection and ~h~~ found in~i~aiions. They are 

10not really cracks~ but jtist small imperfections that can be 

11 of an. eighth of an inch say d·eep •. ·This. was: the first time 
. . 

12 that· they, using. these sophisticated techniques,, really 

13 looked· .right under.neath· the· cl.adding. and they found these. 

14-Now ·they are not_: what. you would c:all crack~; but. they·-could 

15 initia.te. crack;; for severe transients.: 
- . . 

. 16 . ~OMMISSIONE~-AHEARNE: Wha~ I conclude from.what 

17 you said is that they don·• t reach the· level of. the· minimum 

18 siz_e that y·ou spoke about. You said· one-half inch I. think. 

19· MR. MURLEY: No, a half . inch is n·ot.·~ necessarily 

· -·. 20 .minimum • 

21 . ·. CHAIBH~N·PALLADINO:· You.said a half ~nch,· then 

22 you said deep and then. you said an eighth of an inch deep.· 

23 Did· ypu ·meari ·the ·crack ~-~ CSimultane~us Conversations·-

. · .. 24 Ina udib1e) •. ·. 

'25 ... . ·MR. MURL.EY: ·_I am sorry. I didn't mean to imply 

._ ... · ,.· .. · 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 that a half inch was• minimum·~ize for initiating a crack. 

2Smaller flaws.can initiate cracks if the· streis is.high 

3 enough. 

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; So there is no minimum size. 
' ,. 

5 flaw that you:: would concl.ud_e would· not, lead· -to the. crack 

6 initiation :which would· be. of concern? · 

7 !R~ MURLEY& let me ask someone from fr~cture 

a mechanics~ Is ther~ a minimun. size flaw,- Ray? 

MR •.. KLECKER;. Not really •.. It all depends on the 

1o•everi~y of the· transient itse1f .th~t-you assume. If you 

~11 ass~me a very.severe transient and if you ignore the effect 

12 of cladding~. then cracks on the order. of an ·eighth .inch or .. 
' . . 

13 quarter of an· inch could initiate. How.ever, with the 

14:underclad··indication which he· is describing here, it. is not 

15 very likely that that particular flaw would in.itiate because 

:16 of the._ toughness of. the· clad over the top of it~ So -this 

17 gets into some of .. the· assumptions we have .to make in the 

. 18 analysis:. where .we fe~l. there ar~ some conse"rva·tisms. 

CHAIRMAN-PALLADINO; Is the ·length of .the crack 

2osignificant or not? ~If it is an eighth inch ~eep and:a -half 

~inch lonq:~s t~at worse or better Qr not.significantly 

22.differen.t? 0 

23. MR. KLECKER; The loriger the flaw the more 11kely ·. 
. . ' . . - . 

24.i_t is to propagate •.. A very short-flaw would no.t necessarily·_ ... · 

25 initiate.·. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
. . .. . . . . 

. 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON; O.C. 20024 'c202) 554-2345 
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1 MR. MURLEY: The. next _·chart, please. 
' ' ' 

2 There _are, as I. mention-ed, some· non-conservatisms 

3 a1s·o. We put ·this. up.· primarily for completeness.- I think 

4 the. mo~t important one: is -really the. first .one· and. I have. 

5 already men fioned. that. There are overcoolinci transi.en ts 

a: that can be. more severe thari the Rancho Seco •transient. So 

7 we don •t by any means believe that· using. the Rancho Seco as 

aa·benchmar~_is the· worst that one can see. 

.9 CHAIRMAN PALLA.DINO: .But is that a 

10 non~con:servatism. in analysis or don• t you. analyze each -

11 scenario as an· independent analytical problem?.· I can_ accept 

.12·· tha,t. first .. one.. It: is. cert:ainly true. , ... : 

13 MR-~- MURLEYi. Yes •. · Actually it is not a 

-14 non--conservatism. ·.We analyze,. ·yes, . the -more: severe 

15 transients. 

'16 CHAIRMAN PALLADI~O: .But the other i_tems ·are truiy 

17 non-conservatisms even after you -have picked the scenario 

18 one· evaluation? 

' 19 MR. ~URLEYi !~have listed those as poteritiaL 

2osources.of non-conservatism, yes.· I mention~d that the 

· 21 RT· . shift may be -higher ·than the ~eg. Guide 1~99 •. That 
-NTD 

22 is a true statement, but it is. very· unlikely because. the·_ 

23reg •. quide was drawn to bound all·the data_.points• But. 
' ·'' ' . . . 

24'there is -the chance that:it could be high~ 

'' -_ 25 

"·. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I ~~es~. I find ~ifficuity: 

' '• ·.,.. 
' ·. ,··, 

' ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 having one page that· possibly· the conservatisms are that the 

. 2actual shift vi11.probabl~ be less tban 1~99 and then on the 

3 non-c_onservatisms. that it may be. higher tha.n· 1. 99. That is 
. . 

4io~.~u~h·fen~e strad~ling~ 

5 · .(La~ghter.) 

MR •. MURLEY: We· be1ieye unequivocably that the .. 

7actual shift vi11 probably be less than Reg. Guide 1.99 •. 

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Remind me what RT is. 
NDT 

9· ·MR. MURLEY: .That is the''. reference·. temperature at 

10 which the material. becomes brittle·. .It is defined generally 

11 through - a Sharpe- Test,. when a Sharpe specimen would crack at 
. . 

1230 foot-:-pounds;. ·That is .. typical. 

13 

14 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO.:. And .that. varie~ with. fluence? 

... MR·. MURLEY.: .. · W-:i th' f·l.uence that· ref~~en~e 
'. ' . . " ' 

15 tempera:t:.ur·e. shifts. to higher tempratures, which i·s to say 

· 10 that it. becomes· more brittle. 

17 COMMISSIONER: AHEARNE: Of course, it is nqt a 

18 go/no-go. · It is· a definition point on . the curve.· 
. . ' . 

19 MR •. HURLEY: .. ·That. is right. 

. 20 .· COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So it is~~t that on on~ 

21 side it. is not bri ttie and. on the other side it is suddenly-

·. 22 embri:t:.tled. · 
. . 

-.23 . MR. MURLEY,: That_. is right. 

. 24 ';_: The next 'chart.· 

25 . Since we met with you .. ~n September we have h(!_d 

". . ~ , . . 
, .. 

,: : 
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1 meetings: with. the, owners groups. 
. :- ' . 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD~ Tom, I had thought you 

a were going.to go down the last chart.· Can ~cu.tali a littl~ 
... 

4 bit more a.bout the . f luence ·.calculations. possibly. being in 

5 .error? 

6 MR~ MURLEY~ Put back on the last~chatt on 

7 non-conservat'isms. 

8 · Now we. generally are assuming a plus or minus· 30· 
. . 

9percent or 40·percen~ unceitainty. I don!t know exactly for 

10 each specific:. calculation ·uncertainty in the fl uence. · We 

11 u~e nominal n.euttar fluences in the. calculations •. There · 

12·~learly is· a spread. on either side.of that. Iri some of the.· 

13 Combustion Engineering early calculations. they were 

.14 sub.s:tantially. off in/their·. estimat.es.. For· example, when· 

15 they pulled the. caps.ule .out of Maine Yankee they found that 

1ethe·.~1uence .was off by I think about a factor of .t~6 in the 

11non-cons~rvative direction; that is to:say,;they were 

· 1a undere.stimatinq: the· fluence. · 

19 . COMMISSIONER·GILINSKY~ -D6~sn•t th~t m~an that you 

20 have got an uncertainty in the· effective full-power years 

21 which. is comparable to that? 

22 HR •. ~URLEY.: Yes, if we still had· that· 

1aun6ertairity~ Now tha~ began ~o show up a.f~w years ago in 

. 24 all' bf the .. Combusti.on: Engineering. calcu:Lations mainly. 

25 because th_ey ·used· a simpler ··:model. than ·.other_people we-re·.· 

·'., 
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1 using, a one-dimensional transport calculation. They have 

2now corrected those for capsule measurements and they do the 

3 full two-dimensional. calculation. 

4 Furthermor~i there is a benchmark research program 

Sat Oak Ridge where th~y an~ the othet two vendors have taken 

Spart and we feel comfortable that they can calculate it.to 

7 within 30 percent. 

8 So the numbers we.would quote on any of these 

9fluences and lifetimes would be our best estimates as 

10 corrected today. 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; I am not sure I understood 

12the answer to.what I thought was Commissioner Gilinsky's 

13question. Did you say that this was an error in full-power 

14years, effective full-power years 

15 

16 

COtfMISSIONER · GILINSKY: An uncertainty •. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, an uncertainty, or is· it 

11an uncer~ainty in the correlation between fluence and 

1afull-power years, or maybe·both, I don~t know. 

19 MR. MURLEY: Well, I understood the question. to be 

2othe following. Suppose we.were to· quote the vessel life as 

21 30 effective full-power years and then we made a measurement 

22when we pulled the capsule out and we found our flux was off 

23by a factor-of two in.the wrong direction~ .Then there would 

24be a direct reduction in our estimate of full-power year 

25 lifetime. 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC; 
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1 . CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: It wasn•t an tincertainty in 

2what full~power iears you had run up ~o that time, but 

. 3 rather: it was a correlation between .the fluence --

4 (Ina udibl.e) •.. 
. ,. 

5 MR. MURLEY:.·. Yes. I believe that ·is right·, yes. 

6 ·COMMISSIONER· BRA:DFORD: ·. L gu'ess: I am still· a 

.71itt1e confused •. · I had thought you were· using error .bands 

a of .20 percent on fluence calcul.ations. Is that wrong? 

9 ·MR. MURLEY: That is what we bel.ieve we can get 

10 down . to.. We· have more or less demonstrated tha.t on the 

11benchmark proqram ~t Oak Ridge •. 

. 12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: What were' you using say in 

. 13 the estimates. you gave us when this. first came· .UP last 

14·spring. w itll:. regard. :.to· the. seven ·or eight problem ·•Plan·ts? 

. 15 .. MR. MURLEY: · There we. use the mea:n calculated 

16 v.al.ue. 

17 COMMISSION.ER BRADFORD" I see •. '. So that• when you 
:. '., . . . . 

18 made statements abou.t .probabilities ot' ·serious events you 

. 1ewere~'t using the upper ~nd of f~e error ~and but you were 

. 20 using the actual mea'n calcul.ated value? 

21 ·.MR. MURLEY:· .. · For the flux and the fluence; that is 
. . . . 

'22··right. ·-Where we·. use ·conservative properties consistently i·s · 
. . 

23in the materials.properties~ and what e1~e~-y~s, th• 

-24 temperature shif:t and the materials toughness propertie~. . 

· .. 25 For the.· copper content. _of the weld and. the. flu~nce-

. . 
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1 calcul~tions we use mean.values~ or so far we have used mean 

2 val.ues. 

3 COHMISSIOHEB 'AHEARNE: What i~·the uncertainty in 
' ' 

·4 the :f1ue~ce> measurem~nt -- C Inaudible)• 

5: MB. ·MURLEY: · Th'e 'uncertainty in· the fiuehce 

6 measurement. Let me make. sure I under.stand that• They 

7 pla·ce foils in the. capsules and then, they count· those foils 

Band from that they back calculate a flux level. I guess 

9ti~ht offhand I don't~have an estimate for that. ~he 

10counting statistics are clearly ve~y· precise •. I would have 

11 to. say it is in the range .of. 10.· to 20 percent would be my 

12 estimate, but- I can .. check. that• · 

13 COMMISSIONER BBADFORD: 
' " . ~.. . I.had thought your Oak 

14 Ridge report put it at_ 50 percent. 

15 ' COMMISSIONER· AHEARNE: .. The. measurement? 

. 16 COMMISSIONER -BRADFORD: Yes. I don't have it here 

· 17 though. 

18 . MR~- MURLEY: Oak Ridge themselves estiina:ted that 

· 19 the calculation .that one could use would be plus or minus 50 

20 percent. 

21 . 

22 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: .That is what I thought. 

MR. MURLEY:·· We think we can do better than that 

23 and we think we currently are d~in<J<better· than .that once 

24 one':· takes in to account the capsule 'data 'that exists. 

'25 .. Chart · s, . please. 
,, : ·. 

'1 • 
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:. What is our est~mate of 

2the effectiva-full~power years th~t. have already been 

3, clocked in a reactor? 
. ' 

,4 MR. MURLEY:. Weli, it would be the accuracy. of our 
, . 

.. ·5 flux·cal.culation:s, basically,• and .. they have been benchmarJted 

6 against· the. measurements. I think the sum of those. would 

7 probably.· be plus or minus 30 percent which· is· where we think 

8 we a:ce today. 

9. COMMISSIONEB BRADFOBD: .I guess I am still 

10 confused· about that. I. would have. thought that .the 
. . . -

11 effective.full-power Y.ears was a· calculatl.on tq.at didn't 

12 have much to do· with· the flux. measurements but had to do 

·-·.· .. - ·, ,.' .- . . . 

MR~:HURLEYL. Weil~·i~ is, but 
''• 

15 .. CHAIRMAN P.ALLADINO :: I wonder . if. our terminology 

16 is consistein t? 
·. 

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:' I don't think so based on 
.':.. 

· 1a Peter •s: question~· 
. . . . . . . . 

19 (Laughter. 

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, my terminology is 

21 often inconsi~tent; but a~·lanq as the rest of you ar~ on 
' ' ' 

·22 the same· wave- l~ngth .I will catch up. But I had been 
' " 

·_23 assuming that effecti v:e full-power years was a calculation· 

24. that e_ssentiail.y ·took. .the level.s a(. which" the -reactor had 

25 operated and ">translated th.em into 7ears of operatior;i. at.. 10.0 . . . 
- ; .. 
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- 1 percent if.it had been run that way •. 

2 HR•- MURLEY·: That is correct •. 

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; That is .why I found it 

4-necessary to -cl.arify - that•' earl.ier·. 
;' ' 

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORti; that i* w~y I didn't 

6understarid the ~nswer,to Victor's ques~ion which see~ed to 

7suggest that somehow- the.effective ful.1.-power years flowed 

afrom a fluence cal.culation. 

CHAIRMAN 'PALLADINO: If I understorid him 

10correctl.y,. they are·using the.terms ~wo ways~ The- effective 

11full-power lifetime .and then we were talking ab~ut effective 

12ful1~pow~r rears. u~ to a certain point •. He is saying th~t 

·13 if- you had expected· the _pl.an.t to. last 40. years. as the 

· · 14· effective, f-u1L-power lifetime,,. _then· there, .wer:e ·some 

16 measurements made that wo:uld. have showed· that· they were 

1sun~onserva~iv~ by a factor of two ~nd ~aid the vessel would 

11have only had 20 years -of fuil~po~er life. 

18 Then we· began to talk about effective full-power 

19 years o·f ope.ration and that is what I think. you ·were 

, 20 referring to here, and- I am not sure the recent question was 

21 on. that subject. 

22' · COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: - I see. 

·23 COMMISS_IONER 'GILINSKY'; Well,· let's take it back 

. 24 to the' way you ·fi~st put it,. and' I. am jumping. ahead a li ttl.e 

· _ 25 bit,. but you :say 'in the first. i.tem. here'. "at least· three 

ALDERSON. REPORTING COMPANY, INC,· 
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. .. . 
1 effective full power years :Qef_ore concern: with any plant." 

2 Now· what assumptions are· made about the uncertainty in 

·. · 3 -deciding that? In· other. words, what.. assumptions are made 

4 about ·uncertainty in:. how .fast the ve.ssel is becoming 
I . 

20 

5 embrittled in effect? In other words, there is one sigma or 

6. two sigmas. c:>r nothing .or this i.s the mean or what? That· 

7 applies to any one of them. I just happened to pick this 

a one •. 

9. MR. MURLE~i These are merely reports of.what the 

10 owners groups. told· us. So I can't answer precis.ely. what 

. 11 they mea·n ·when they say a·ny number of full-power years~ But 

12 in .general.: w.hen .we d.o calculations, the staff. does,· l~t.'s 

. 13 say, or: our· co_nsul tants, ·we use a straight deterministic 

. 14 cal.cul.a tion. 

We. take: a pressure· te!llperature history for a given.· 

16transient and we:then apply· that pressure temperattire 

· 11history to the. vessel. to a fracture mechanics calculation. 
. . . . 

· · 18 We use ··a ... fixed modeL and. fixed properties generally thought 

19 to be conservative and then calcula.te at what time a crack 

20 of a giv.eii size might initiate and ·grow. 

21 We then: ask. ourselves what fluence that is at 

.22which a crack would qrow .. ~nd.i~stead of ta1kitig•fl~~nc~~ 

. 23 wh_ich is just. flux times time, we tend. to talk in. effective 
. _.-.. . ·.. . . '.. - . ·.' ... ··. 

24 f_ull:~power Years. I mean' it is .. virt.ually the same .thing~ 

·25·· COMMISS;J:ON'ER GILINSKY :. , But I gather it .is' that 

. "' 
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1 connection w-hic.h is uncertain by the amount that you 

2 MR. MURLEY: The answer {s we.have not yet done a 

3 com~lete statistical analysis of uncertainties because.that 
. . . . 

4 invol.ves not only the _flu~ and the copper: content- by the 

· 5 an.~lysl.:s of toughness. prope'rties in the code· arid ---

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: . But you don It need to do a 

7complete statistical analysis~ What you were telling, us, if 

. BI understand it correctly, was that there is an error band 

9of plus or minus 30 percent in there. 

. 10 

11 

MR •. MURLE.Y: Yes • 
\ 

COMMISSIONER·GILINSKY: So what assump~ions are 

12 made in arriving at. these various concl.usions? 

. ..• 13 · COMMISSIONER AHEARNE :. I think th.ere are t.wo sets . 

.14-of .. uncertainties th_o.ugh~ .• One,. I.·thou.ght.th~.conclusion was 

· .15there is rou.qhly a plus or minus. 30 percent on the fluence. 

16 MR. MURLEY: · Yes, and that co.uld. lead .to: plus or 

· · 17 minus• 30 degrees. on .the reference temperature, for example. 

. 18 · •COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: · Th~n there ~re other 

19 uncertainties· in. the.· materials· propertfes area. 

. 20· MR~ KURLEY: Y.s • 

21 COMffISSIONER A~EARNE: And yo~ have ~6 fold both 

··22 of those .together to reach a conclusion· on· what is the 

·· 23 uncertainty· in the effect of full-:power years remaining. 

24 COMMISSIONER·. GILINSKY: .··Well, : fold~ng · all those 
. . ·. . . . -

· · ·25 things in, are these and other r.esults. that you will 

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, 
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1 present, are they saying that that is when you get to the -

2 edge· of the u.ncertainty band. or 'is that when you are getting-

3 to the mean. of al.1 the. assumed· properties? 

C~AIR~A· PALLADINO; Do they r~ally mean at 
,. 

5 least? By at least I_voul.d presume to be that the tolerance 

si~-ml~us zero: Plus perhap~ iwo more.years i£ I were·boundin~ 

7the uncertainty. Or is it.thre~ years plus- or minus --

8' C Inaudible) • 

MR. KUBLEY: Keep in mind this is an ~ssertion on 

10 their· pa rt •.. They. have not presented us with the report. We 

11_wil:l· get that at. the end .of December • 

12 . ·CHAIRMAN PALLAD.INOi .But even when they give. this, 
' . : 

.13·1f--they.-say at.least·we'ought :to have knowledge· as .to 

. 14-Vhet:her ·or .. not, th~y'. ha.Ve made. this; the lower. bound. in their .· 

1su~ce~tainties. · 

16 .. MR. MURLEYt .Yes. 

17 MR •. DENTON: But these uncertainties are sort of 

18 subsumed· wi~hin the first part Tom's presentation. . That is 
. . 

19 a probability of a given. transient.· I mean· it. might· be· 

20 minus ten· years for a· transient very severe· that you 

21 couldpostulate at a very low l~ve~ of probability. There 

22are probably .a lot of physical uncertai~ties on the 
. . 

· 23 metallurgical side·. and· th~ .. heat ·transfer· side and the 

24 operator '.s side. I think the flueri.~e ~ne is not nearly as· 
. .~ ' . ' 

. 25 1 arge a.s ·the 1mcertain ty ·over probability of .any gi veri 

•. ,.,·,. 
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1 transient. 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; Well,· of course, I am ·not 

3readinq the.actual Westingh6use document. But when I read 

.4that at lea~t,three effective tull~power years are remaining 
,. 

- 5 before· concern .with any plant, I w.o.uld mean by. golly --:-- __ _ 

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is assuming a s~t of 

7 transients. 

8 MR. DENTON~. That is assuming a certain transient. 

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes. 

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:. Where. did it say that? 

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In the re~ort they sent 

12down •. -

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:c _·Oh, -- okay.· 

14 
.. . . ., . . ' . : ·. . . 

-- MR. MURLEY; ... The Westinghouse plants v_ary. - There 

1s:are two· loop, thr.ee ·loop and :four· loop. Generally the most 

· 1a severe transient is a large steamline. break~ ·We -assume the 

17 probability. of that is actually about ten to the minus four· 

18 per reactor year, ·which is quite low. - We don• t _have any .· 

19itatistics~ but those are the estimates taken-from WASH 1~00. 

20 So given ·such a low probability transient, they 

21 would say that. they have. at least three effectiv.e· full-:-power 

22 years before· the v_essel. w_ould crack- even -for- that transient. 
. . . . 

-23. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:_ Which_ is the worst~ 

24 .MR.-MURLEY: -Whi_ch_is the worst1.yes~ 

-25 COMMISSIO~ER BRADFORD:_ Well, let's: see now,· does 

: . ~ .. 
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1 th~ wdrd "con~ern" then, ~s that synonymous ~ith the vessel 

. 2. would crack? 

3 . MR. MURLEY: Yes. 

4 COMMISSIONER GfL!Nsiy,. I guess we.would be 
' ,. 

5 concerned .. · at that point. 

6 MB. MURLEY: · .. Ye_s, but keep in mind. we· are still 

7 talking about a ve-ry 1.ow. likelihood event to. crack the 

a vessel. 

9 . COMM-ISSIONER BRA'DFORD: If you assume the Rancho 

10Seco type eventinstead of the event that was assumed ~here,. 

' 11 how .. does: that .change the 'number' of effective full-power.' 

12. years?; 

. 13 .MB• .MURLEY: . I don't have that calculation. ·I 
' .. 

. 14j.ust don~t.,ha.ve it,-but·it_ would .clearly be more: than three. 

15~~caus~ the Rancho Seco transient'.is just not as severe as a 

16steamline~bre~k for a Westinghouse.plant. 

17 CHAIRMAN PALLA.DINO: . So you are saying for a 

·. 1a W~stinghouse pl:ant, .. considerin·g the worst' though improbable 
. ' 

19accident~-that ther~ would be at least .three ef~ectiv~ 

2ofull:-power years before ant one of th~m would-.be in danger 

21 of . failing?_ 

22 MR.· DENTON~ That is wh~t Westingtiouse says. 

23 MB~ MURLEY: That is· their assertiori,.yes. 

24 ·cHAIBMiN·~ALLADINo;· ·Their ·~ssertion. 
' . - . 

·, ·25 ;· 
. '··. 

MR. DE·NTON:. Thi.s chart , is just intended _to give 
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1 you - the benefit of·_ their views -- (Simultaneous 

2 Conversations -- Inaudible). 
. ' 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi We are trying to un-derstand. 
' . . 

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: How old are some of these 

5- plants? 
I --_·a ·MR. DENTON: We- have gotten data brokeri down ---

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Roughly. 

8 MR. DENTON: ·Ten years. Take Yankee, that is a 

9 very- ol.d _plant, although -it is not one - that i's _on my list. I 

10 think around ten. years for the plants that. we are· looking at·-

.. 11- MR.- MURLEY 1- : Yes, the. H. B. - Robin son/San Onofre 1 

12 classr which· I guess is late Sixties- or -early Seventies.' · 

13 -<:;HAIBMAN PALLADINO: Why don ~t you .go .ahead a_nd 

_- :· 14:-make.__ypur presenta·tion. . I do think though .it is. important. 
. . -

" 15 that we understand - w.ha t it is. these peopl'e are asserting •. 

. 16. MB• MURLEY: -- Yes, it is. Bef.ore I go· on I want to 

17 reiterate that this is really just reporting what- they told . 

18 us- her.e. · 

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:- I d6n't ~nderstand• .I 

·2o~onder whether you ha~e in~tructed-them- tci report in such a 
. . :, . . . . 

21 war that we understand how the uncertainties. in the various 

·. 22 phases·- of this calcul.ation enter into the ·result? 

. 23. - MR. HURLEJ: Wel.l, not havin~ ~h~; r~port; but: we 

· 24 have asked for an understanding of- h.ow they did the· 

· .2s calcuiation and:- what the uncertainties are •. -

'., .. 
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. 1 MR. DENTON:· This is d.ue· at about the end of 

2 December. 

3 MR. MURLEY: The end of December, that is right. 

4 There is no consistency amongst these _three. ca1cula tions and 
.. 

5three numbers. So ~ou. ca~'t rea11y .co~pa~e.Westinghou$e's 

6 assertion of three whe:re they use · actual.ly ·a very serious 

7 transient. 

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Tom,. l~t me stop you 

9agairi. They_hav~ alreadi done the calculation and furnished 

10you with the results. Why do they need unti1 the end of 

.11 December to provide you with the calcu1ation? 

. 12. MR. MURLEY: They have not furnished us with the 

13.resu1ts.: ... They have furnished us with a. statement lik-e this •. 
. . '" .. . •' .. . 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: . They gave< letter: reports on. 

15 October 20th? 

16 MR. MURLEY: Yes, we have _had· letter reports and I 

17guess you: can call the~ interim meetings. -

18 MR. DENTON:· The original date was· the end of th~ 

19 year. to finish. the study -and then we would m.eet. wi.th them 

20 periodical1y and get r~ports back on how it is coming out. 
. . 

- 21 so· we just wan.ted to give you where. they say it. is. coming. 

22-out, but it is g_oing :to take them uriti1 ·as long as we .gave 

23 them· to finish the stu·dy and give us _the n~port~ 

e. - -· 24 toJMISSION~R BRADFORD: But it i~ the kind_ ~f 

~2s~t~dt in .whl6h ~tis ~ossibl~ ~o kno~ tha:~ns~er and sti11 

.·,". 
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1 be a month and a. half away from being able to furnish ·the 

2 study? 

3 MR •. DENTON; , :. Yes, and no •. 

4 CO!MISSIOBER BRADFORD: Okay. 

5 ·MR~ DENTON: · Thet~ is still some amout of· work 
- - . 

6 going on in .this area ·in looking' down details and there ·are 

7 myriads of calculations, and, as you miqht expect, the staff 

·a and the. utili.ty differ on most every assumption· that goes 

9into some of ·these thihqs. If you ask the~ today where they 

10think they are coming out, then this-is what they tell you. 

11 · COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: As· I recall, what we asked· 

.. ·12 them .. to. do: was.: to gl ve ·a quick. response and to. g.i. ve·. their 

·. 13 best. quick estimate of. how serious was' the. problem. in their 

· 14'.·plants and>-that- i's _what yo~.-are. reporting on and we have 

15these October 20th., I recall, letter reports. 

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But if ~e don't understand 

1TWhat the response means ---

fa COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ . Then we also asked them to 

19 do it in more detail. 

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But I db gather y6u 
. . 

21 understand.~hat the response is=int~nded to mean iri terms of 

22 words anyhow• 

23 MR~ MURLEY: in t~rms o~ words w~ d6n'f.know th~,. 
" 

~details o~ the: caiculation~ ~h~t is why ·the:~taff ~an't. 
.. . 

2sen~orse thes~ today~ .It w~uldn't surprise m~ that when·they_ 
.·'· ·•·.' 
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· 1 come in if it is two effective or.fout effective fu11-power 

2· years. · -I mean,· they are fine-tuning their calcu1ations. 

3·This is.what they told us in Septe-mber. · 

4 .COMMISSIONER BRADFORD; .. The.bottom line 6£ each of 

!f the ·three se.em to ·suggest that· there is almost a different 

6 reporting ba_sis involved. 

7 !R •. MURLEY: There is. 

8 COMMISSIONER BRAD:FORD: The· Westinghouse three 

9·does not take credit for operator action; is that· rigJ:it? 

10 MR., DENTON: - That is ·one of the keys~- · If you 

11 all.ow credit. for. proper operator action the 6pera tor can 

12 keep you• out of trouble • 

13 

14 

. COMM_ISSIONER BR'ADFORD:: ·r~ .~l~ost any case •. 

··.MR •. DENTON: And _in a. 1ot o·f. things . other thari 

15-j~st thermal shock you have to reiy on th~ operator to keep 
- . . . . 

16 you out of· trouble~- . Ve have. been: criticized I· guess' by .. the 

17 ACRS -for getting into. this, with an assumption that you 

18 co'uidn •t'tak~ credit for operator action because that, 

~gas~u~~tioa ~l~ost always leads you .. to trouble ~f you keep 

20 calculating. long_ up and no operator actions. 

~ . ~&V, for example, does take credit for operator 

22action. So part· of our view:has been to see~how realisfic 

23 is .it. to take credit for that. If you .allow -credlt for 
. . . . . . - .. · ·.· . - . - . : 

_· '24 prope~ ~Pera tor_ -ac-tions in .most· scenarios,· it ·really extend.s 

· .· 2s'.th~: ·plant life beca·use .. he can say· w~11 you keep· .. the pressure·· 

' .. ; 
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1 within: reasonable boun_ds. 

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi I think_B&W of all people 

a would be-sensitive to the perils.of that assumption. 
; . . 

4 -COM~ISSIONER AHEARN&: Yes,·but at lea•t as-I read 
,. 

5 their submission• at least at the moment.they didn"t.seem.to 

6 have much othel: cnoice. -

7 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ What-do you.mean they didri•t 

8 have much other choice?-. 

9. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:· Well., at least readinq the 

10 materials they have submitted it seemded that the way they 

11 were abl.e. to conclude- that there _was service life, the 

12 effectiv~ full-power years remaining·, was by allowinq· for 

13.opera,tor action. Ma-ybe I am- reading something that is not - -

1~there, brit m~-read~nq .of the m~terial was that at the ~oment 

_ 15 i_f _they don't ~llow ·operator action· then they couldn't reach 

16a con~lusiq~ that there is 'not -~-(Simultaneous 

17 Conversations - Inaudible). 

18 MR. MURLEY: I think that is fair. F~r example, -

19if one just uses the Rancho Seco transient, which was a B&W 

2oplant, I think we are virtuaily.certain that the plants 

21 cannot" go their full' service' life, tha_t is 32 effective 

_ 22 ful,1:-power years, and still wi thst_a:nd a Rancho Se co - _ 
' - ·. 

23·transien t. 

24 .- ~- . - CO!UUSSia°NER '.AHEARNE: : But it is evan more than 

:_25 that, ·;isn -'t .- it? - - -
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1 MR. MURLEY: Yes. We.can probably come close to 

· 2 that. Then·you ge~ into anomaly bf how.can you.take credit 

3 for operator action when you have got.on the b6oks·already a 

4 transient where: the. operator didn't take the. right. action. 

5 He didn't have enough· inf o~~a.tion to take the riqh t action. 

. 6 GOMKISSIONER 'BRADFORD: Tom, are their situations 

7with regar~ to B&W plants in which if the operator doesn't 

8 take useful action yoa would.have a problem if the Rancho 

9 Seco transient· occurred today? 

10 . MR. MURLEY: No. -. If I understood your question, 

11 is there. any· pla-nt today that would be . thre.atened, t.he 

12vesse1 would be threate~by a Ran6ha Seco transi~nt? 
. . . 

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:.· Yes. 

.14 . M.R~. MURLEY~·· The answer is no • 
.. 

1s· · MR. DENTON: Remember,· that is. how we looked at. 

-16 this 'the first time. 

COMMISSIONER._ BRADFORD• . Riqh t. 

18· MR~· DENTON: Let~s just.repeat that and in every 

tgplant where they are, are we· seriously concerned ~bout ~hem,. 

2oand that is what led us ... to-think we have got a little- hit of 

· 21. time to look ---

22 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I was trying to get.behind 

23 the .exchange. that Tom: ·was having .with John regarding the 

24 extent to. which B&V. had to r~ly on operator. action·. .I. was 

25 wondering if it. _was _turning out that the BE:. W calcula.tions 
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1 were suggesting that they had a problem as of today without 

2 operator action. 

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But you prefaced it -bY a 

4 Rancho Seco tran_sient. 
,. 

5 COHHISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes. What should I have 

6 said? 

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. Is that the m6st severe 

a transient that -- Cinaudibl.e.) 

9 MR~ DENTON: I get the fe~l.ing that we all. want a 

10 bot tom. 1.ine •. , 

. 11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~ Eventuall.y • 

12 MR.~ DENTON: We don '.t. know a lot more. today than· 

13.when we briefed. you<iast, except we· will· give you· the 

14 res.ults ·of the: information ·we h·ave .-obtained· from: thos~ eight· 
'·. 

1s1icensees that we sought ihformatiori from ~nd report on a 

16few more meetings and discussions. Basically this 

17information·on this. chart is the s~me as we had at the last 

1gbriefing. wi~h you. We have h~d no subst~nti~e input ~ince 

19 that time. 

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let me understand. . . 

21 Suppose we were talking about the transients compa±able to 

22 those that were used in the Westinghouse analysis which froni 

23~hat you-say I. g~th~~ were more severe than s~y _the Rancho -

· 24 Seco ·transient'.· 

25 ·-MR. ·MURLEY:· Yes.;· . The steamline. break, the large· 

". 
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1 steamline break for· Westinghouse and· Combustion plan ts is 

2 the most severe overcooling event •. 

3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What i~ it:for the B&W? 

MR~· MURLEY: For.B&W it is not so· clear~ It i~ 

5 probably a feedwater transient, a so-called run-away 

6 f eedwate.r transient..· because their steam generator is 

7 different. It doesn't have as much· thermal heat capacity •. 

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY~ Where are they· today if 

9 they don't take credit for: opera tor action with one. of those' 

·1o:transients?. 

.11 MR. MURLEY; Well:, the. Oak Ridge report showed 

12 that if one had a.·very, very serious feedwater. transient it 

·13 is possible. to· crack. the .vessel today, y,ou know·,. assuming 
. ' . ~ . ' ... 

14. the. conserva:tiye fracture. mechanics' calculation. that was 

- 15 done •. ··• 

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:. Since. you have brought up 

11that particular-6ne, I thought.that both the Oak Ridge 

18 report and then. Duke response 'pointed out that there were a 

19number of failure~ that.had to occur to get there. 

20 MR. MURLEY& That is right. That is an extremely 

21 unlikely·e~ent. It is:like ten t6 the minus fifth per 

22 ·reactor year or less acco.rdi.ng to· our. analysis •. The staff, 

· · 23 as you .know,. looked ihto thate'· 
. ·, . '• . '· . . 

24 co'MMIS~IO.NER :.AHEARNEl : That. gets back to· HarolcP s .. 
_· . . - " 

• 25 point that you really h~ve to look at the particul'ar. 

<· 
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1 scenario. and which particular set of transl.en ts. the 

2probability ia associated with. 

3 :MR. DENTON: There really is no cliff in this area 

4 that if·-- you are here you are -perfectly safe and: if -you are 
.. ~· 

!t is.a~~robabi1ity space~· 5 here you are perfectly unsafe. 

~You look at ~he fr~quency of the ·transient and how severe 

7 they_ are, as Tom said, what· the- vessel properties are and 

8 you postulate a_, lot of things gol.ng wrong. You would 
' - -

- 9po~tulate a very-severe shock._and the vessel properties have 

10 .to be exceedingly -good _to vi.th stand_ that •. , 

1t COMMISSIONER GI LINSKY' Are the o wriers waiting: for -

-12 the-· results of these calcu·lations before_ they think about 

13 W:ha t _they mi.ght do? 

MR. DENTON: · Th-at is why we· -wrote:' to -the selected 

15group to get thos~ peo~l~ thinking ~ndi•idually about what 

· 1eremedies miUht be- available to them. We are-waiting I think 

17 for ·the results for the vendors_ to come up with what sort of 
' . . 

18 criteria mlght be appropriate to apply.· 

19 COMMISSIONER. GILINSKY: Do the owners have a good 

- 20 understanding· of th.is problem or are they relying entirely 

21 on the vendors? 

22 _MR. DENTONi They are relyin~ heavily on the 

. 23vendors. N6~, I-_think they have come-a 1ong/~ay since we 

-_ 24 started this ---~ 
. . - . 

. 25 - COMMISSIONER AHEAR}fE: · Also, it depends on which 
·---__ _ -
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1owners. These. I gather, ~t least re~ding the materiai that 

2Duke was. submittin~, it_ seems that they are pretty well 

. 3 along in their understanding. 

4 MR.- MURLEY: =I might add that EPRI has recently 
,. 

5c~an~ed up their program acr6ss·tha boar~ in this area~ So 

6 thf:!re is a pool· of- expertise th er~ for the· utilities to draw 

7 on. 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Tom~ on the last item, do 

9 you have any -comments on the reliance on· warm prestressing? 

10 MR. MURLEY; -.Yes. Of course warm prestressing is 

11 a phenomenon ' that can h.elp prevent' crack ' ini tia ti on . d ur irig 

12 certain t~ansl.ent~. We believe it has .been demonstrated for 

18the larg~ LOCI, that is where you don't, get repressurization 
. . . . . ,, . ·.· ,. 

- 14 and just overcool.ing-, :that warm prestressing will. prevent- a· 

· 1s·cr~ck from going all•the ~ay thiouOh the wall. I should say 

1sone has to.have confidence that he knows tti~· course, ~he 
. . . . 

11time pressure history of the transient before you can take 

" 
-1a cred1. t for warm· prestressing ~ 

. ' 

·19 The· types~ of tra-nsierits that we are dealing with --

2o·h~re whether there is operator inte~venti~n where he can 

21 raise the pressure and lower the pressure by: turning on high 

22 pressu-re injection, -for .. example, we are - very reluctant to 

~~ake credit for watm ·prestressing. 

. ·24 So .that is going, to -be a source of.=contention · 
:. T ', 0 • 

.. 25 between us· and the industry. be.ca_u~e if warm :Prestre_ssing is.-
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1 effective it will prevent crack initiation or propagation, 

2 but we can •t be. sure it is going to be· operative in all 

3 these transients. So that. is· where we come down· on it. 

4' Slide: six,· please. :. 

5 We -met.with Germany in late September and there 

6 a-re three points. that I should make there.· 

7 For a:couple of their older plants they have 

8 decided they :have· a problem and they have removed outer fuel 

9 elements. 

10 COMMISSIONIR GILINSKY1 Let me ask you, do those 

- 11 plants. have more of a problem than our olde.r plants or less 

12 of a problem? 

13 . MR. HURLEY1.~ About .the same • .-

_.14·' .. COMMISSIONER. GILINSKY: About. the- same. 
- -

15 MB •. MURLEY: . If they had. not taken action. For 

1eexample, I.think on Obrigheim thei·r fluence would have _been 

11nine times ten to the 19th I believe· if they had not taken 

18 action. Having: taken action, they are going. to hold it to 
- ' 

19somewhere in the· low fe~ tim~s te~ to the 19th fluence ranoe. 

20 COMMISSIONER GitINSKY: How large are thos~ 

21 reactors? 

22 MR. MURLEY: Abou~ 60~ mega~atts. 

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY~ What made them feel that 

.- 24-.they ought to. be doing· this .now?--

25 

;·.· 
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1· toughness of the· vessel •. 

·2 COMMISSIOIER GILINSKY: Why aren!t our owners 

3 convinced that they.need to do ~omething now? The 

4con~eguence~ of something happening to one of. these.~essels, 
,. 

· 5 even apart from harm to the·public, is very,. very. se~ious.· 

6 MR. ·MURLEY.: Oh,.yes. A plant would not operate 

7 again. if i·t cracked". clearly, even· if the crack didn '.t go 

a through the wall. I don't know· how:you:wou1d. repair ---

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I am just surprised that 

10 there is not mor.e interest in moving forward with this sort 

.. 11 of ·at least a partial. solution which seems to me not a very 

12~xpensive way of copinq:with the problem. At least it slows 

13 down the. effect of·· further· irradiati·on. 

14. ·'MR. MURLEY:-.• I should point out. that Westinghouse 

-~5h~s. a sch~~e~ and we.just learn~d about ~ta· few mont~s a~o, 

. 16 called· their low leakage fuel. cycle option I· think . it is 

17 called. It reduces the flux ·to· the vessel by I. believe 20 · 

1at6 30 percent at virt~ally no ~ncrea~e in fuel·cycle cos~s~ 

·· 19 I am told many of the. r.eload cores coming in. now that the· 

20 utilities have chosen that option. So they are taking some 

21 steps in. this regard •. 

22 CHAIRMAN. PALLADINO: .. Did ~the ~e:rm.ans predict a 

- ~mor~ ad~er~e condition for, their plants than we predict for 

24 ours? 

',· 25 
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1 their. end-of-life fluence.would ha~e'been nine tim~s ten to 

2the 19th which is very high and probably higher than.ours I 

a would. gue~s •. Th~y determiried this from srirv~il1ance test 

4capsUles •. So.,they decided to tak~ action. l beli~ve this 

· 5 was about· three years ago that they took action .• 

6· For newer plants-they.have· placed a regulatory 

7 llmit of one times· ten to the 19th fluence on their vessels 

a and.they mentioned. to us an overcooling transient early in 

9·the life of their Neckarwestheim plant which I only mention 

10 here as another· example of overcooling transients. 

11 A ~afety.valve stuck open: The plant was not 

12critical .and~not operating. Yoa may think that that·is 

.. 13 good, but. it .-is. really. not~ I.t. make.s an overcoolln.g · · 

. 14-transient wo~se because.~there is no decay heat to 'keep the 

15fluid temperature higher. 

16 They also have much'larger safety valves on their 

17 steam ~enera tors- 'then we do •. - So they got a· v·ery large 

· ~ablow-down.of.tti~ secondary·coolarit .a~d ihe 'cold le~ 

19temperature in oria loop now of the affected steam generator, 

2odro~ped.t~ 320 degrees in about five to ten minutes. Ve 

21 ·don't have yet the complete details on the transient. 

'22 I might add-this was a fresh vessel~ So it was 

· -23 no:t really threatened. But it adds -some statistics to our 

. 24 class . of overc:ooling- transie1:lts •. 
. . . . . 

25 . · 'Jus't as important here, the pr,essu.re decreased 
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1 down .to .1400 psi and the pressure then increased· back up. I 

2 have not been .able to find out, but I am almost certain that 

3it.was the sa£ety systems~t6ai came on. and.the operators 
. . . 

4 repressurized · it. 

·5 
'· '>• . .. 

·The next.chartstarts. to.show the results that we 
. . . 

6 have gotten from the 60-day res.ponses from the eight 

7licensees. The key aspect of this chart is the comparison 

a of the reference· temperatures in the right two columns. The 

·eNRC staff usin~ our regulatory guides and the best knowledge 

1owe had of the weld propertie~ had estimated the reference 

'11 temperatures 'in the. next to the. last. column •. 

12 ·.The liceris.ees have gi. ven·. us their estimates now 

.13 based on qenerally a> more: thorough understanding of their . 

14· own·' vessels•·.·· As you can see, the temperatures· are genera.lly 

15 lower. 

There ~re two main reasons for this.· Orie is that 

11the,fnitial reference temperature~ that is the reference 

18 temperature of the virgin mate·rial, is lower for the CE. 
' ' ._ 

19 vessels. Now this. is yet still an assertion on_ their :part, 

20 but they.have gone. back to some archive samples that they 

21 keep·. and I suspect that they will be able to sustain .tllat. 

22 That' is,. I bel.ieve t_hey will be able· to convince us with 

23 some more thorough looking. 

.24 .. · · A1::;p,. they ha·ve more inforl!lation on their weld 
.·, 1.·· 

. 25 m.ateri~ls. There• i:S. a class of. vesseis .·that have. low .nickel 
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· 1 alloy welds. We are 'fin ding that they have a much· lower 

2 shift •. That is,. for. some reason, .which· we don't understand, 

_3th~ low nickei welds do not embrittle as fast ~s-bigh -nickel 

4 welds: and thei::e ·is· a. class of those. reactors. 

5 Let's go.to-the next chart. 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: . One qriestion on that ~th~r 

7 chart, if I. could, Tom. 

a MR. MURLEY: Sure. 

·9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: .. Did all of the lic~nsees 

10 come in. with plant specific analyses? 

11 HR. MURLEY: I wouldn't. call them analyse~~ we· 

12 didn •t. ask ·for analyses.: We. asked. for what is· the status of 

· . 13 your. vessel. 

-14 ~OMMISSIONER AHEARNE;,. ·Are the staff estimates 

. 15 similarly ·an. esti'mate for each plant or is it more generic? 

16 . MR~ MURLEY: Our estimates· were for. each. plant. 

17 We didn't just take every CE plant and lump it. 

. 18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So the comparison is 

19 between.·. the two. columns -- (Inaudible). 

20 MR. MURLEY; Yes. Now some, licensees are going· to 

21 have to. go back and do some further checking. . Like Fort 

.22Calhoun has got to go back and .get som~ more infoi~ation on 

23their archiv~ samples, for example,· but gen~rall~ it,.was 
' . . ' 

24'.plant specific. 
. . 

25 ·The .·c~ncl~·sions we have so far drawn from this~· 
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1 and I· ca11 them preliminary, is· that the reference 

2 temperatures.may. b~ lower than the staff estimates. I think 

3. that ·is shown by the chart. 

.4 Our e~rlier estimates foi the low nibkel.welds are 

5 probably: what I call substi~tially conservative and it would 

6 we11.:· be: 100 degrees or so. 

7 those plants we.think are going to be San Onofre 1 

a and proba·bly Calvert Cliffs ,-, H. B. Robinson and 

9 Connecticut Yankee. 

10. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ What:about them? 

11 MR. MURLEY: They we believe will be able to 

12· substantiate_ that they have low nickel weld .. material. See,. 

13ther have got to go back to Combustion Engirieering 

· 14 Chattanooga plant. and 'dig· out. the. records and· the archives 

. 15 samples. 

16 If that holds up ---

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You said Connecticut Yankee. 

-18' - HR. MURLEY;· Cb~necticut l~nke~~-y~s. They are 

19 not on this list. - But nevertheless, we. have predicted a 

20 very high reference temperature for Connecticut Yankee.· 

21 Finally, that further staff analysis-is needed on 

22 this.· 

23 CHAIRMAN 1ALLADINO~- Looking ~t th~se- numbers, I 

24 guess I. could_ concl.ude that the lower the better. 

25 MR. MURLEY: :Y~s. 
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1 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But I don't have any base or 

2 a threshol·d is what you are· te1lin9 me? 

3 MR. MURLEY: That is what we are going to be 

~struggling with;for a regulatoty l~mit •. Let m~ ~o on to 

5 chart nine.; ... 

6 .W~ .asked these ~ight l±cerisees,. what .would· you 

7 propose' for a. regulatory·: limit on reference temperature. 

8 They came back. uniformly and said they don• t think that a 

· ,9 single z:eference temperature is ~n appropriate· limit· for 

10 continued operation. The reason for that is· that it is a 

11 very complicated issrie and it depends on the transient: that 

· .12 you are·:· trying to protect against and. so forth. On the 

13other. hand, they did. not provide··any alternates for a 

14.regulatory· limi.t for· continued ·operation. . . · 

15: I think the staff h·as an open mind .if there· is 

-16 another proposal that one could use. Not_havirig heard• any 

17bett~r o~es~ and in fact I tried to scope out what might be 

.1ea different'types of.limit and I got into a very complicated 

19 evaluation model· that. would·. be required. I think· in the· 

2olonq run it.would far simpler·to have a simple limit. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:. Tom, I don't ~ndei~tand their 

22·argument. quite. Even though they lia ve a whole bunch .of 

23as~umptions and a whble bun~h if scenari~s, cou1~ y6u n~~-

24 define a:· reference temperature .that. you ought to ·-'be .. b.elow ~-
\ . . . . - . 

· 25 b~low that tempe:r:a ture, so that· you· don~ t ·.run the·: risk of .··. 

\.· 
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· 1 failure or scenarios, or whatever. they decide as the one that 

2 desiqned it? 

3 MR. MURLEY: That was the staff's proposal that 

. 4· there:· be such a.; limit. 

5 CHAIRMAN P~LLADiiO: I don~t· understarid their 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . ~ 

6 argument whr·they can't· do that. 

7 MR. MURLEY~ They don't think it is appropriate. 

BI am not surer can ascribe motives. I can guess, and that 

' \ 
9is .that .. they .. think to be conservative we·would· have to set 

10it so low today that it would gi~e them serious' problems • 

11 . CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:. ·That I can un.d:erstand. 

12 MR~ MURLEY~·. I am· pretty sure.that is their 

13 problem. 

14. CHAIRMAN .. PA·LLADINO~, (Inaudible.).·· 

. 15 HR~ MURLEY: .I might reiterat• that our regultions 
' ' 

' ' ' . 

164on't pttt a .. limit at all on vessel embrittlement today.'' 

17 There·· is a Reg. Guide 1~99 .that sets a. limit of 200 degrees 

18 Fah.renheit at· the quarter thickness. That· of. course· is not . • 1 

19 a regulation· .and furthermore· it only applies. to'· CP ~ s' 

20 docketed after 1977, which is a null set. 

21 ·(Laughter.) 

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: 0£ course· one of ·the 

23 difficulties you are obviously struggling with is. trying to 

24 establish a regulatory criterion in an. area with at .the 
' ' ' 

.25inoment:·much uncertainty. 
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1 M~. MURLEti .Yes. ·Now wa asied them ~lso ab6u~ 

2 operating procedures•-

3 Ho •. 10, please •. 

4 Th~y did respond. Th~y 6£ course ~11.hava high · 
,. 

~jressure inj~ction termination -criteiia ·and inst~u~tions for 

· s terminating. the feedw~ter flow. Generally. we found that the 

7 operating procedures pl.ace more emphasis, much more emphasis 

Bon ma~n~aining ECC flo~ than.on preventing. pr•ssure vessel 

- . 9 overcool.ing· -and this i.s a natural result of the Three Mile 

1.0 Island lessons· •. 

11 CHAIRMAN· PALLA.DINO: But if it ·was· ECC' flow and 

12 that, was. the only problem,. .. then. you could.heat· up the· _ECC 

13 and. solve that problem, could you not? 

14,. MR• MURLEY: Ye~. 

·15 CHAIRMAN PALLAbINO~: But that isn't: the only 

16 problem. .If for those where that is a worry, that could be 

17 sol.ved·. 
. . . 

" 
18 MR. MURLEY:. The ECC flo~ though bec~mes a p~oblem 

19 because even for overcooli.ng transients.that are initiated 

. 20 in the-. secondary· system_ like :feed water· flow, the pressure 

21 comes down to a point where the HPI comes on, generally. We 

22 h.ave seen it. in a 1.ot of. transients now_~ .. The operator has 

23no~.:yet.diagriosed~what .is going_ on. He know~ the high 

24pressure·injection s:rstein is on so _he tend·s to ·keep it. on 

. 25 e.ven though· he. doesn'.t have to and.I guess that· .:ls the .point· 
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1 here. 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You mean you. run out of hot 

3 water?·.· 

. 4 MR. MURLEY~ N~, that is -0vercool~ng tha vessel •. 
,. 

5 He thinks his. most imper.tan t job. is· to keep the core cool, 

6 which. of. course it is, but once the coolant .is already 100 · 

7deqrees subcooled in practice.he could turn off the HP! 

8 pumps,. but they are. not: instructed to do that.. It is left 

9 up to. ·their judgment. 

10 The conc1usi6n is from:this that the staff ~~11 
. - .. 

1tt~ke steps to ha~~ ttie industry~improve their op~r~ting 

12 procedures. and,. training to mitigate. these overcooling 

· 13 transients. 

·The n~xt tha~ti please •. 

15 Oak Ridge, as _you kno~, did a .sta te-of.-the~art · 

_ 16 analysis. We. have sent the report down to· you and we- have 

11done·our own analysis of the report. Generally the 
. . . 

' . . 

1aconclusions are·that for Oconee 1-;_-which was.the plant that.· 

19 they· used,. they found· that the Rancho Seco event woul_d .not 

20 pose a threat to the vessel· for about 15 more effective 

21 full-power years, but that for some very severe transients 

22 using conservative :analyses it ·could, pose. a thre.at to the 

· 23 vessel· t,oday •. 

24 The next chart. -

25 CHAIRMAN: PALLADI.NO: ·That b_r.ings me to wher·e· r· was . 
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' ' ' 

1 a while back. When I read·. that I got concerned. I said · 

2rather than comfort I got discomfort from th~ ORNL report. 

3.Theri I a:sked'for a briefing and at the erid of the.houi I had 

. 4a little bit of c6mfoi~, but now you. have.brought me back. to 
,;' 

6 (Laughter.) 

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well; if yoti turn the chart 

a you. will· get. the briefing. 

9 (Lauqhter.l 

10 ·MB.: MURLEY: .It. ~gets· back. also. to that schema tic 
. . . ' . 

1t chart. There is a. tra·nsient that one can postulate, it is 

12not impossible, that will crack the vessel, yes, but it is 

. 13 .very, very·: unlikely, we think much more. unlikely. than other 
' . 

14 thr~a ts to., tlie: core.melt that we already live with :today 
. - . ' . '· . 

15like ATWS -~nd-some thing~ like that that need to be fixed. 

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let's see. You think ATWS 

17 is more like~than this? 

18 MR. PJURLEY: ·Than this run-away feedwater 

19 transient, yes. 

20 COM~ISSIONEa AHEARHE: .That is this particular 
' ' 

21 transient -- C Inaudible.). 

·. 22' CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: . This particular 

···24·' MR. MURLEY: ."The.NRC st.aff reviewed ·1t. We. said 
' ' 

25 that some 6£ the .calculations were very conserv:ative. ·For·· 
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1 the Oconee calculation of the run-away feedwater transient, 

2some aspects.were actually ·unrealistic. They used more 

3 water• to cool down· the steam generator than is really 

4, a vai1ab1e •. 
,. 

5 CHAIRMAN- PALLADINO: Tom, I 'also got the 

6 impression there. we.re inconsistent . sets o:f a·ssumptions. 

7between tha various parts of this analysis that were brought 

a together. 

9 MR •. MURLEY: Yes, there were some. 

10. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Is that going to be .corrected 

11 in some -- C!naudibl.e). 

12 :MR. MURLEY: I ·don• t want to dump· on· Oak Ridge too 

· 13 badly. · · Ther picked· off the ·shelf the. calcu1.ation that was .· 

14. don·e o;er a year ago.,. and' it· was d~ne; back when. we we~e just. 

~15in the earli s~~ges of looking ·at this problem as a borinding 

16 ca1cula tion •. · ·We said let• s. do a. quick and dirty bounding 

17 calculation. ·That· was done and no one ever went back and 

18 cleaned it up. dak Ridge used it because we had· put them 

1sunder pressure, the research staff asked them to do it in a 

2ohurry •. So riow thay have got:to go back and make more 

21 realistic caicu'ia tions. · 

22 I think th~ ~ott~m line there is that the 

.· 23 probability. of these severe transients we think is 

24 sufficiently low··that correc.tive action' is necessary. 

25 didn • t .reall-Y _chang.e our . minds at all based on. the Oak 
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1 Ridge --- . 

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:. Let me pursue this a 

3little bit. Let: us everr suppose that right now we are not 

4~t a poi~t where ~e fear thai vessels will crack very soon. 
~· . 

· 5~till do~~n·~ it:~ake sen~e to maint~in that margih and do 

6 the ltinds of things that. the Germans are doing? We should 

7 in effect do precisel.y that. They j.ust keep ·that margin in 

a front Of you. 

9 MR •. DENTON·: That is why we asked the.se eight. to 

1a·propose remedial measures •. We thought we didn't have to ~sk 

11 them· in· 30 days~ So we gave them a little time to do it 

12 because; the. temperature shift is only. 10 degrees a year. 

13 a·ut each one of these that we have tagged as being a high.· 

: 14 !:;hi..fter, we have. ask.ed for the :impacts and the ·benefits of 

15 removing fuel and heating up· the ECCS .. water and. other. 

1eremedial measures and I think we will have a proposal soon. 

17But.we have got to gi~e them a.chance. to explore the 

18·ramifications of each fix before we propose one. 

19 . COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: W~ll, I am glad·to hear 

. 20 that. I somehow<was getting the impression that the owners 

·21 were not .much seized' with the prob'iem. I hope I am wrong. 

22 MR. DENTON: No,~yo~ may ~e right about.that. 

'. 23· COMMISSIONER GILINSKY; That is really what I was 

24add~essin~; .and I am surpri~ed ~ha~ they are not more eager: 
" . . . . ' ' ' . . 

25 to .hang on, to whatever margin . they have got, you kno~, even 
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l if they are. three y~ars away or five. years away or· whatever 

2 it is from real trouble. 

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;. Even .. 15. 
. ,. . - . . ·. . ·, 

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY~ ·Or even 15 as.the· Chairman 

5 says. I find it very hard 'to understand because if· I· owned. 
- . . .. . 

6 one of those vessels: that is -what I would be doing• 

7 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: In the German.dummy 

· 8 element, does· it reduce. the flux or does it shift the flux? 

9 MR. MURLEY& -~educ~s the flux and also shift~ it 

10 a bit. It< reduces ... the: peak which is what counts. 

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: .How much did they· reduce it? 

12 MR. MURLEY~ Oh~ I don't,recall, but it is .like· a 

13 factor of. tw.o· or: more I. thl.nk ·<-
·. . - ' . . . -. . . ·. _· ' 

- ·.•14· . Yo~ recall that the·l~st time I told you about· .. 

... 15-;this ·Finnish rea.ctor ,_ Loevisa- (?). They had·. done the· s_ame ·. 

16thin~ just two y~ars ago~- There th~y removed the whole 

17 outer row of fuel and they got the flux down by a factor of 
. -- . 

18 three by doing that. 

19 ' COMMISSIONE~ AHEARNE: A~ I recall in one of the 

2oreports ~hat you sent down there-is a set of calculations,' 

-~1 and it could be for·a W~stinghous~, for a substitutiorr fuel 
' ' 

22array, and there>it says with·increa.'sed-fuel cos.ts by .. two 

23 arid- a half p~rc~nt in that .particular propos.al.· Is that the 
' ' ' 

' 24 kind of- m~rgin' that leads them to -conclude_ that they want' t'o 
' ' 

. . . . . ' 
' ' ' 

· · ·25 do <Inaudible~) 
. '.\ 
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1 . MR~ MURLEY: Well,. clearly~ that is the dra~back 

2 that I guess. the· utility would see. 

3 COMMI.SSIONER ~GILINSKY: . As. John points out, we are 

. 4 not talking about anything very drastic in terms of derating 
. . ~· 

· 5 the plants.. We are talking about. a: couple of percent. to 

6guard aqain~t contingies ~hat·are going to h~v~ a lot more 

7effect~than.a.couple of percent. 

MR~ HANAUER: Well, there is another aspect of 

9it. If you.take.the outer row of fuel out.you increase the 

10 rating,, the. power density in the· remaining fuel and this.· 

11 gives you less margin in certain. transients. and accidents. 

12 It is not. free· just· for a· slightly·. increased. fuel cos.t •. 

·e. 13 There. is a .. balancing of risks. also. We haven't seen any 

· 14 detailed. analysis .. that I know about ,it;. 

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Have you discussed that 

"16 with· the Germans? Presumably they have thou-ght about that. 

17 MR •. MURLEY; -. Not. in detail, no. The shifting of 

· 1apeak flux an~ pe~k power that Steve refers to. is accounted 
. . . 

19for itt the.two and a half percent increase i~ fuel cycle 

20 cost because· it limits the burn up of. the fuel.that you can 

21 go to. 

22. I think we.j~st.have.to wait until.they come in in 

· 23 mid-January· with -the~r fina_l ·an_alysis_· because I .have thought 

.. e . -· . ' . .. ' ' . 

-24 I have heard· discussions ·where Westinghouse has told us that 

25 there. is., virtually .·no'.-penalty for their low leakage core._ . 

. ·,,, 

•" 
. ' 
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1 But I· can't say that_for sure. It is just a· recollection 

2 that I have of one of these meetings. 

3 -. CHAIRMAN PALLADINO& At. an earlier briefing I 

4 asked why didn ~t . they go _do some of these things like, heat 

5 the E_CCS water and replace- ,·some of the _outer fu.el elements 

6 with I _w-ill call: them dummy fuel elements •. T.he answer was 

7wel.l, we have got to wait until we get all these 

50 

8 calculations. before we can see whether or not we have got a. 

9_ problE;!m. In. a few of them. we- seem to have a ·problem .. 

10 Are th• vendors of these plants looking at 

-11 possibl.e sol.utions or are they so convinced· they are so far 

· 12 away from the problem that. ·they can convince us? 

13 ~MR. MURLEY: It depends. We hav~ got-quite a 

14 i;;pectrum:. of· views from·. the 1ic~nsees. I think,· as 

· 15 Commissioner. Ahearne sai·d ,. :the Duke. reply, al though they 
' ·, . . ' . 

16-didn"t.agree with the Oak Ridge analysis and report or 

17 anythink like that, they have a good understanding of the 

. 18 iss.ue.; Others~ ·I think they probabl.y see it as another one 

19 of NRC • s games. So i. t varies.; 

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The reason I think they ought 

21 to have interest aside from. the problem of the vessel i_s 

2ithat it takes time .to develop dummy-elements atid put them in. 

MR. 'MURLEY~ That:is right• 

24 ·cHAIRMAN PALLADINO:· If ~ny plant is t~o to three 

25years: away from a-possibl.e p~ciblem ~rea~ thei. ought to use 
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4' ·. the two to' three years. to get out of it .• 

2 MR. HURLEY:. · It wil1 certainly prolong the usefµ.l 

3 lif'e, whatever it turns: out to. be, before they have to do 

. 4 something.· 

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Maine Y~nkee I thought was 

6 taking some action from a draft response that had come 

7 through· in the letter. We were responding to I think the 

8 Governor. of Maine and ·there: is a· draft. that has been 

· 9around •.. MY'impr~ssion was· that in that letter the mention 

· 10 was made of a couple of actions. that Haine. Yankee was taking. 

11 MR. MURLEY: . I think they are looking:at raising 

12 the. tempera tu re of the_- ECC water. 

13 COMM·ISSIONER ·· AHEARNE: . And also I thought modified 

14~uel elements. Are they ~ddre~sing· this1 

15 ·. MR~ MURLEY: I don't.· recall:·. right· of£ hand. what 

16Maine Yarikee-is doing. Right offhand I can't recall what 

17they are doing, but we have their.repl~. 

18 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I was just answering the 

19 Chairman, that" at least that was· one instance I saw where 

2othey were going ahe~d ~- (Inaudible). 

21 MR. MURLEYi Hove on to No •. 13. 

_.22·. I should just point out to you that Profes~or 
. . 

23 c;eorge Sih.·of: Lehigh ~niv~rsity. has had discussion~ with the 

24 staff. :r· 'believe· ·he also talked: with the t:~chnic.al 
,• .·· 

· . 25 assist,ants of Commissioners •. 

·e-
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEABNE: Not all 0£ them. 

2 MR. MURLEY: The staff met with him. - I did not 

3 personally but_ other did, .and he has ~xpressed views that 

4 the current:" methodolog_y might not be a de qua te for predicting" 

5 vessel fail.ure correctly. 'The -staff 1s· evaluating these 

6 comments. It is -a little tough. to deal· with because it 

7 literally calls into question the entire ASME Code and the 

Bmothods ~sed by th~ Code Committee, but.we are looking at it. 

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; You could take his statement 

10 as good news .or bad news. Which side of the question is 

11 it (Inaudible). 

12 MR. MURLEY: I. don·' t -think he has a· bottom line 

13 that .it is, conservative_ or non-conservative. He. just thinks_ 
. -

14:that the methods are not- accurate .• -

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Well,.who is he? I mean is 

16he the'gurtr of ~ressure.vessel design? 

17 .MR. MURLEY: He is -a professor at Lehigh 
. -

18Univeri~ty, which-is •ell respected in fracture mechan~c~ 

1sand engin~ering ~echanics. I thirtk he geneially marches to 

2ohis own drummet. I think we just simply:have to evaluate 

· 21 what he says.. He has not, as far as I know, been involved 

22 in a lot of the code. conimi tteef;; and stuff that we rely on -

23 for our regul~ti_ons.· 

24 MB• _MURLEY: I will- move on 15. 
-. 

"" ;• 

25 The -.issues· that the ·st_aff: is ·going to be 
- . 

' . ' ' 
__ , 

,. 
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1_ addre~sing ara tough ones like what credit should' be allowed 

· 2.for -operator action. The regulatory- limit. we already talked 

3about, whether a simple limit on the reference tempeiature 

4 i ~ adequate_ oi:: not. - The industry has told· us. they don• t 
. . . . ~· . 

&think ~tis( they don't think it is_ a good li~it~ 

6 Credit for opera tor action? How sho11ld -- you d.o -the 

Tevaltiations? - What are the costs and the benefits of 

8 corrctive actions?-

9 If we decide that there is a limit and that some 

· 10Plants either don't meet it or will soon. exceed it, what 

11 should be the schedule for implementing any corrective 

·12 actions? 

13 I only pu.t these down to show you. 1::hat it is not a 
- . -

14 simple-- matter.- to come up with a· regulatory position today •. 

15 

16 . - ~e are virtually, certain that there w~ll be-

11substantial technical disagreement between the staff and· the 

1.8 industry on- the issues I just showed. 

- 19 -_The ~ork need to-technically re~olve it, ~nd by 

· 20 that I mean come to a consensus where people agree on it, _ 

21 won~t be fully cbmpleted by next summ~r. In some cases it_ 

22 is goirig to take probably: a couple of years to what I call 

23technica11r resolve an is~u~~ 

24 · The next -chart, the- staff. conclusions. 

25 These are virtually the same conclusions that we-

- -. . . . . 
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1 ~howed you in June. I~ is a safetr concern for older PWR 

2vessels._ We;don't think that immediate corrective action is 

3 necessary. Subs-tantial work is needed. 

4 It· is the staff's judgment that some -corr.ecti ve - -

5 action will likely' be -required for - soine· of the older pl.ants 
' -

6 b"efore their sei:vi~e--1.ife. Now the -basis for -this staff 

7 conclusion - is really a risk argument. 

8 We have evaluated the number of classes of 
/ 

· 9 ove-rcool.ing- transients.. The chances of a severe_ overcooling 

10 transien_t in an: older PWR that could challenge -.the vessel is 

11 about one in- one hundr_ed considering all the plants and 

1icon~idering· the probability of those transients-during this 

13 coming. year. 

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: - This -is not per plant but 

15 for, t'en __ plant-s?: 

16- MR. MURLEY:. - _For more like 40 plants, , PWRs, 44 

17 actually. 

18 The B&W plants clearly have ~ high~r probability 

- 19 b_ut there are only about seven of those. --

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:_ Wait a minute. Is most of 

21 tha~ concentrated in the B&W plants? 

22 MR. MURLEY: Yes. 

23 CO~MISSIONER;GILIN~KY: So it ~s one: in a hundr~d_ 

.24_fc;ir,10p1ants more or-less.- -

-25' ~R. MURLEY: - Let·'me thrbw another:ch~rt on _that I ~ 
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1 think wil.l ·help. illustrate it. 

2 Put on B-5. 

3 This is .the chart of our best probability 
. . 

4estimates~ The most likely ovetcooling tran~i~nt is the 

5Rancho Seco ty~e-tr~nsient ~here y~u lose power supply ahd 

6you have a control syst~~ failure. 

7 ·For B&W plants our estimate is that it•is ten 

8times more likely than for Westinghous~ o~ CE plants. There 

9are about seven plants •. So one gets seven times ten to the 

1ominus thre~ £or B&W ·plants for the next year. There are 

11 30-some-off Westinghouse and CE plan ts. So roughly· you· get 
·. . -, 

12 30 times· ten ·to._the minus four, or three times ten to the 

13 minus three •. · .llhen ·you add those tog:ether th.en one gets. 

14.about ten; to· .the· 111inus two •. These .are in: order· of magnitude 

·15 .estimates. · 

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: .. So it is ~ostly 

17 concentrated in. the. B&W plants? . 

18 MR. MURL·EY: Yes. To go with that, although the 

19 B &W plan ts. have a more likelihood of. having an overc~oling 

2otrinsient, they are not as brittle, the _vessels. That is,. 

21 they are not as old and they ar~ further away. You can see 
. . 

. . 
22 from. that' table there that they. are further away from being· 

. 23 thre_a tened. 

24 . · CHAIRMA.N. ~PALLADINO;·. 'l'hat is because they are 

· · 25 y_ounger_ or is tJ:lere somethi.ng peculiar or special about 

'·:" 

. - . . 
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1 their. plants? 

2 HR. HURLEY: They are younger and they also have 

3 lower flux generally and so lower fluence. 

4 You see, Oconee has about five effective 

5 full-power years. That is 'the oldest B&W plant, Oconee 1. 

6 I think some of the Westinghouse plants have around ten 

7 effective full-power years. 

Put 17 back on, please. 

56 

8 

9 Even if a transient as severe as Rancho· Seco were 

10 to occur we would not predict vessel· failure today. So the 

11 combination of the chances of a transient being low plus 

12 even if it were to happen, we wouldn't predict failure. I 

13 don't have a number for that. It is· very difficult to do g. 

14a probability analysis on the. fracture mechanics. We are 

15doing that. ~he research staff has a probabilistic code 

16that they are working.on which I think personally will show 

17 that there is even. more· margin than we thought before just 

18 because it· is going to treat things in a statistical way 

19 rather than use bounding type numbers for material· 

20 properties. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Tom, is there any particular 

22date when they itarted making vessels with different 

23compositions? In other words, are all the plants that are 

24now coming up for licensing, do they. all have. the same 

25 .HR~ MURLEY: It was aboui '72 o~ '74 I think, 
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1 wasn't it~ Ray? 

2 -MR. KLECKER:. I am_ sorry •.. 

3 MR. MURLEY: When.did th• vessels ~top using.high 

4cop~er a~d ~hen-did w~ recogn~z~ ~he problem? 
,, 

5 -MR. KLECKE~~ About 1973~ 

6 ·~R. MURLEY: About 1973 •. So vessels-fabricated 

. 7after about 1933 should not have this problem. I should 

amention_that there are still a lot of vessels in the mill 

.9 though. 

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ I know. I gtiess what t am 

11 really asking. in the end .. is- what are those plants where at 

12least on the surface this problem does not.seem to exist? . 

. 13 Maybe. w.e could get that as a separate. answer.· 

14- MR •. ·rrnRLE_Y: Okay, sure•--

15 - CHAIRMAN PALLADINO' Not ~hat that_ makes the 

16 problem any . easier, but just to increase our information. 

- 17 MB. MURLEY; The last chart, No. 18. 

18 ~~ a pr~~nosis the staff' c~n have a regulatori 

19 posit'ion by' next summer but it involves wrestl.ing with these 

20 issues. 

21 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: How ~an you make that 

22 stateme_nt in· lig:ht- of .the previous statement that says the 

- 23 work needed to technicall.y resolve the -issues- cannot he 

24 full.:Y completed by _summer - I 82 ~ 

' 25-

', 
·'' 

MR~ MURLEY: That is right. -
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1 C.OMMISSIONER ROBERTS: But we are going to issue 

2 regulations., 

3 MR. MURLEY: Well, that is a question of what is 

4 the perceived risk at the time •. If we perceive' the r·isk, 
,. 

5 that i.s- we the Commis~ion perceive the risk to . be high we 
. - . 

6 will. have. to have a regulatory. positio~ on it, even though 

7we ~on•t.have done all of our homework. That is the dilemma. 

8 MR. DENTON; Tom, let's put a schedule of future 

9 actions . that. maybe· would show what add·i ti on al information we 

10 would have about that. time • ., 

11 HR. MURLEY: .. Bo. 14-. 

12. EPRI is .doing -a study on the annealing,. of vessels, 

13 but- most important· I think are the .owners groups ·reports 
·- . 

14 scheduled. for· Dec:ember 31st •. 

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO; Where is that? 

16 MR. - MURLEY; It is, back about five charts ·from the 
- ' . 

17back. I·am· sorry I didn't number those. 

18 ' CHAIRMAN . PALLADINO: It would be helpful if. they . 

19 were numbered. 

20 ·MR. MURLEY; At-the e~d of the ~ear· we are going 

21 to get the ~hree owners groups reports, Westin~house and 

22Combustion will be generic.with some plant speci~ic 

23 information•.. The B e.v report will· f OCUS on Oconee 1 and 2 •. -

24 Then ·in· m·id~January ·the 150-day re.sposes .will. be due. · There·· 
' . . . ' ' ' ·. . 

, . . ... 

25 wil.'l, be an ey,al.uation of corrective actions in the 150-day .. 
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responses. Also~ they will in some cases update their 

2material properties for us. 

3 MR •. DENTON: That. will address· the· effectiveness 
. . 

4 of thinqs like.heating the emergen:cy core cooling water or 

5removing fueLori'a ~lant specific basis for the ~ight _plants. 

6. COMHISSIONER.AHEARNE~ Tom~ you said:that B&W is 

7 going. to focus on Oconee 1 and 2 and. yo·u just previo11sly had 

a mentioned the seven B&W plants that were in this high 

9 prQbability region. Th~n there is an item• mentioned,. and I 

10 think it was in report of the B&W owners group meeting that 

11:you had here .. which pointed out that the plants foll.owing 
. . . . 

. 12 Ocone.e had· additional control system fea.tures that l.~·d to 

13 some of the .concerns: about .. Oconee not being valid .for ·those 

14 other· plants •. 

15 Are you workin~· irito a position.here the B&W 

. 16 owners group is• not. going to allow you to address· the re·st · 

17 of those plants?: 

18 .MR. DENTON: No, not at. all.· I wanted to. just 

- 19skim across.~he top.of these plants and ~ot·~sk ali 44 

. 20 plants;. the first day because I didn't know the right 

21 questions to ask. So I see th~se eight as just being the 

·22·lead· test plant~- and we will go back· and pick· up the others 

23 b.ased ·on what we learn f;o'm fhese. ·. I dort 't ·intend to.: ignore· 

24 any of· those B&W plants, but· I thouqh t it would be 

25 suffici·ent to: deal with the highest shift~· first. 
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1 · COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi Why wa~ it ~hat .the B&W 

.2 owners group decided to· focus upon Oconee, because they are 

3 doing more generic -- (Inaudible). 

4 .MR. MURLEY: They will be doing the other plants, 

5 but they won •t be ready by ~December 31st. I think Rancho 

6 Seco comes.· in like i.n March· and some of the others like TMI 

7 follow on. 

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Are you.saying that they 

9 reached the conclusion that. they could. not address it 

10 generically? 

11 !Ro.. JOHNSONi Ba·bcock and Wilcox had previously 

12·submitted.i,gene~ic:r~port. We ha~e had it in·~ur'.hands, 

13oh, gee, the~b~si part:6f;the year •. Theii owners group.is 

14going t~ ~l~nt:specific as. an extension of th~ generic 

15 report they prev:iously submitted. 

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE' Earlier.in the meeting we 

17 had been· told that the analyses were going to be coining in 
' - ' 

18 at the end of :oecember. Are you saying that we already know 

19 the B&W 'analyses weli enough that. the questions that were 

20 asked- earlier in the meeting' could have been answered 

21 explici~lt with.respeet to -- {Inatidible)? I 

22 ~R~;JOHNSON: That was a complic~ted question. 

·.:23 COMMI~SIONER-AHEARNE; Well, I will simplify it 

.. 24 for you. 

25 ·. MR~.: JOHNSON.: 
. . . . . 

Please· do. 
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Earlier in the meeting we 
. . . 

. iwere told when some of us-were asking. qtiestions about when 

3 wpul.d we know the ·actual de.tailed information which· these 

· .4 comments were. based.. We were to·l·d, well'. that had to wait 

5-until: the analyses, were exp.lained. and· these analyses- were 
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6 goinq to be explaine.d in the. reports. coming ·in at the- end ·Of 

7 December. 

8 Now what. you just said is, however, that we have 

~had the B&W generic report for almost a year.- Therefore, 

10ybu.must already understand the analyses the ~&W. 

11 ·HR~.JOHNSON~ Th~ analyses that· are contained in 

12that report~and there.is more than one, have been read and 

13general1y I think understood by us~ but there is a matter of-·· 

14 degree· of detail. / 
i 

15' As far·as I.know, the report was submitted for 

1ain£ormation only.· It was not eval.uated in· detail by the 

11staff, am I c6~rect about.that, Ray ---

18 MR. KLECKER: '~N6~ding affir~atively) 

19 HR~ JOHNSON: ~--and what· we find in the 
. . 

2oevaluatirin that ha:s-been done is that were ~e to do that 

21 evaluation we vouid ·be turning· around right. now and asking 

22Babcock and Wilcox for ~ore details ~hich ve:£eel we are 

23 going 'to get in :the plant 9pecif ic repo'rts;~ 
-, . 

24 MR. -DENTON:· L"e:t me- answer that. · I don't .think · 

25 that the !=eport that we -had :originaiiy was -adequate .. and that. 
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1 is why we· asked for more. They keep sending· in reports. We 

2 d~d.have a year ago a rather brief summary of theirs and we 

3 all read ·it· and said,. gee~ this doesn't satisfy us. That is 

. 4 w.hY ·we gave them more explicit instructions about what we 

5 needed•. 
,. 

6 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; But you think that the 

7December report even~thouah it.is going to focus only on the 

a Oconee plants will meet your needs? 

9 HR. DENTON: Maybe there.is something further that 

10 will. have to be done in. the B&W ·plants. It was the 

11 objective t(L'get. these generic reports that .deal in depth 

· 12 with the, issue for their· type· of plants· and' then provide 

13 enough information ·about each· of their vendprs that we can 

14 come to some. conclusion about. that class of .. plants •. Now if 

15 B&W has. decided to be exclusive about this we may have to 

16 reconsider. 

. 17 That chart though·does show that we are not going 
. . -· -

18 to get much addi tiona:l information. in after about January. 

19 In 0th.er words". about. that time industry. will have produced 

20.all it has b~en promising ·and these eight vendors will have 
.· ., 

. 21 pro~uced ttieir site plant specific remedial a:cti6ns. We 

22wiil then have all the informati~n that. we can.reasona:~ly 

. 23 e·xpect to have for some time. 

24 No~ s6~e .pedple are;~~~pci~fng major research 
. . . . 

25 programs. and. new iooks. at fr:actu~e. mechanics. and reope'ning • .. 

. . · .. , 
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1 all kinds of interesting technical issues. But I think we 

2will have to stop at that time period arid act on what we 

&know because that.is going to represent the more or less 
. . . . 

4·extent:of the·info~mation·avail~ble.in .the field for some 
, .. 

5 time. I don • t thi.nk we can · get any new information · i,n a 

6 short time f.rame. · It takes a long time. to· plan new research 

7 programs in this area. 

8 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO~ Let"s come back to the 

9Ger~ans. The Germans were able to analyze and get their 

10plant· spec~fic numbers and say here is the ~orrectiv• action 

11 we have got to take and they did it in a relatively short 

12p~riod of time. Now· did they· put ~or~ manpower 6n it or did· 

13th~y do something· we ~re·not.doing ci~ did they just make 

14-some arbitrary assumptions. and bound their problem and say 

.15 here is the way· we are going to solve it? 

16 MR. MURLEY: Of cdurse. the Reactor Saf~ty 

11Committee in Germany is composed of a lot of experts~ one of 

18 whom is a world's expert in pressure .vess.els ·and ·fracture 

... 19 m~chanics. 

20 COMMISSIONER. GILINSKY' This i·s who now? 

21 MR~ 'MURLEY: Professor·Kussmahl from Stuttgart •. 

· 22 They. al.so ,only h_ave to deal with· one vendor essentially. I 

23 can •.t say how it works in. this case.~ but typically. they have 

. 24 me.etinqs with·. the vendors and· th.ey come· to. a technical 

25 ·understaridinci. and the ven·dor· or. the utilities decide· to. make · 
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1 the· change. 

2 MR. DENTON~. It appears we are going to have to 

3end up ordering a change if they occur in the near future. 

4Fr~m the y~~r·s dialoque we have had with the utilit~es no 

5 one. is steppinq, forward_ to.'make these kinds Of Changes •. 
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6 They are going· .. to pr·ovicie · the inf~rina.tion •.that we asked for 

7in each step on what-the impact would be of removing the 

B outer row or heating. up the water, but no one, with a few 

9e~ceptions, as you say Maine Yankee• has been studyirig the 

10 problem for some. time. ---

11 MR. MURLEY;·· Some of ·the licensees of Westinghouse· 

12 Pl.ants are· coming in. with·. their low· leakage fuel options. 

13· So there is. some of that. 

.14:. 

15say there has been no.movement in this ~rea, but not a lar~e 

·. 16movement toward remedial action. 

17 CHAI.RMAN PALLADINO: I think one of your 
. . ' 

. 18 colleagues has something· to say. 

19 ·•MR. VAGANS: Milt Vagans,. Research. You mentioned 

20German several times •. I. want to make sure that the st~ff 

~~omple~ely understands that the G~rmans and the Finns were 
I 

22not .attacking the pressurized·ther~al shock problem, but 

23 they were just attacking the .problem . we:. had in the 
. . 

· 24 deg.rada tioll of upper shelf. ma:t·eriai'° with fl uence. Therefore 
. . . . 

2s·the 'problem -they· faced· was normal. ·operating conditions 
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1 projected over a ,period of time and th.e degrading effect· 

2.~hi~· had ~pon th~ upper shelf energy: of their ~elds •bich is· 

3 specified in 10 C.F •. R. SO. In other words, it is a 

4 regulatory' position~ . 
,. 

5: so· remember they had~· 16t easier problem than-
. . ~ ' -

:6 what we are addressing.· Normal_ operating· conditions., 

7 deg.radation. of materials such that the upper shelf energy of 

8 their welds in plain. material would fall bel'ow the minimum 

9 level we· would like to see. 

10 CO!MISSIONEB GILINSKY: But if you are also 

11 worried about overcooling doesn~t that give you an added 

12.incentive to go in that dir,ection? 

'. 13 

14 

MR. VAGANS :: Absolutely. ·.·The problems are linked. 

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Iri ·ot~er words, the~ 

15 responded :to vha t., they thought. was a lesser· problem. 

16 MR~ VAGANS: Bight. 

17' COMMISSIONER GILINSKY·: · . And even so when -forward 

18 and took these measures to· slow· down· the. degradation of the 

19 pressure vessel. · 

20 MR.' VAGAHS: That is correct~ 

21 . COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:. This is kind of an a 

22 fortiori argumen_t it seems to me. If. they .did it for that, 

~they certainly woµld have done it if they wer~ worried about 
' . 

24, overC:~oling. ' 

25 . CHAIRMAN PALLADINO& •·Tam? . 
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1 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: .. Are these Section 3 ASME 

2 Code vessels? 

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes. 

4 COMIHSSIONE_R ROBERTS: What does the· ASME Code··· 

s·have_to say about this? D~n·i thei have an ongoing pr~ssure. 

6vessel ~ommittee.that refines their requirements? 

7 MR. MURLEY: That ·is a good question. 

8 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I think one of your 

· • 9 colleaques is trying to answer• 

10 MR. JOHNSON: As part o:f: Task. A-11, which .was the 

1·1 upper- shelf ~rogra~, we h~d som~·-of the-best advice we could 

12 get from the · ASME ·Pressure Vessel Code. To.· name. one 

13gentleman who contributed: quite,abit, and you wil"l find it 

·.·. ,14.in NUREG .. 0744.,::0111 Cooper, from. Teledyne· Enqineering_ 

15 Services, points, out that .the .. Desiqn Code,. Section 3 ,.·deals 

16 w_ith normal and. upset, that would be level A and levei B, 

11but do~s not.give any guidance for.the a~cident ~onditions~ 

18 level · C and l.evel D. That is wri.tten and you will. fin·d: that 

~gin one of the append{ces to NUREG 0744 written bY. Bill 

· 20 Cooper. 

21 Now Section.11, the·~art of the ASME Code th~t 

22d~als with in-service inspection~ does take that .into 

23cotisideration.but that is after·one finds a fla~ and ~as to· 

24 eval.ua_te it.; Having·found the. fla~, then o~e evaluates it 
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1 might be imposed on it. 

So I am not really sure where you are coming 

· 3 from. If you are talking about Section 3 design,· accidents 

4 aren't considered. If you. are talking about: Section .11, . 
. :.· 

5insp~ctioni'then a flaw has got to be fouri~_first~ So there 

Sara balances to be achieved here •. 

7 MR. DEKTON: I don't have an official ASMI view on 

8 this. 

MB. MURLEY: In a nutshell, the Code doesn't speak 

10to overcooling transients~ 

11 . COMMISSIONER .ROB·ERTS: Obviously •. 

·. 12 . COMMISSIONER AHEARNK: .Let me follow that up a 

·· 13 Ii ttle bit. more.. Is. the ASME Code· Committee doing .any work 

14.on this particu1ar .issu~? .Is this now ·something that has. 

15l~d to a concern on their part?.· 

16 .MR.,>JOHNSON: You get a. qualified ·yes for that, 

11Commissioner Ahearn~, I think. I have got another who says 

18 no besides me. 

19. MR •. RANDALL: Not to.~y knowledge. 

20 (La ugh ter.) 

. 21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: A c~tegorical no • 

22 MR. MURLEY: I• really don't think, . if I may·, I 

23don't thin~.th~t they are really ·Up-to speed. I think the 

24 NRC staff here is ah_ec;td' of most. anybody. on this matter 

25 because' we have had to .be over the last. year •. 
. -·,, 
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1 MR •. REMICK: Tom, I have a question. Am· I correct 
. . ' ' . . 

2that.the·sma11 break LOCA is 1imiting in some reactors? 

3 · ·MB. MURLEY 1 ·Westinghouse· .. te1ls us.that for some 

4 of their. p1ants small break' .is l.imitinCJ:, yes. 

5 MR_~- REMICK& _ 01i- y~ur·~·su.pp1emen t slid~, I think it 

.6 was ·B..:.s, :you did not show sma1l::break LOCA. Do. you .know 

· 7 what· those would be? 

MR •. MURLEY: . Yes,. I ·have . those. We estimate the 

_9 probability. of a _pressurized overcooling ·event from small_ 

10 LOCA to .be ·one times ten to· the minus five. Those, by the 

11 way;.- are in thestaff.'s.i:esponse·tothe Oak Ridge report. 

·12 There· is a complete· discuss:ion •. 

13 -- . MR •. REMICK:· That would apply just· to the 
_,' -

15 MR •. MURLEY: . Only ·a· few: llestingho·use plants. 

.16 . MR •. DENTON: I think to conclud~'this, we are_ 

11 today. ab.otit .·where. we were in. the middle· of the summer. We. 

18 think action will be necessary on th.ese vessels which have 

_19 shifted ,.·the .most. We thou9ht at ·that time that we had· 

-. 20 enough time. to gather the· informatio.n from a class of them 
: . ·_ ·.·· . ' . · ... ' - - , ·, -

21 to. help ·us make a more rational decision. The c'iock has - : . 

22 been ·runni·ng :and· they· .. have .been working on. these. .When· they 
,. . -·. 

23 ·c()me in I would :Propose we meet early next year· after we . _· · · · 

._24 have had· a cl:lance .t~: assemble-,thos~ :comments together,__ .· 

··.: 25 un1ess. you feel' the need for. faster' .action. 

'.'- .. 
~ . :, > , . •., ,_·. ' . - . ' 
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1 ' ' I think, ~oo, ihe ACRS is m~eting in Decembe~, as 

2 shown on. this chart, to go.· over the program. They have 
' . 

3 genera11y supported. the approach we have taken to try to 
' ' 

4 develop as:: much information· as cou1d be reason·al:i1y pulled 

.. 5 together from existing: knowledge·~ 

6 lny att~mpt to refine ttiis techriology though wi11 

7 clear1y run us. past the decision dates tha:t we are talking 

8about. On this schedule we will have.all the·technology and 

~research results that are availab1e. It sounds to me fro~ 

· 10 talking to. the staff that attempts to. further· refine this· in 

11 terms of .. meta1lurg'ical und·erstanding would. really. move it 

. 12 out in ·time. 

13 COMMISSIONERGILINSKY: If.at that.tj;me there are 

14 strong d.ifferences. b.etween you· and the owners, I guess I• 

·· -15 would: like. to hear ·from some of the owners•·' 

16 MR. MURLEY: :Yes. Thi~ could very well be like 

11A~WS w~eie.the.staff 'had one view of the risk and the 

18 utilities had a different view and it has· led to a'' stalemate 

19for·all these years. I hope it doe~n't turn out that way in 

20 this case. 

21 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Now· whi1~ we are ~tudying the 

22 problem I gather there is. no problem in your mind with a. 

23 Rancho Seco event ·on some of the older p1ants,- or_ is there? 

e· 24 MR. MURLEY: No~ 

i 25 MR .• DENTON: ~ot·~n any plant today a Raricho Seca · 
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1 event. 

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: You don•t see that as a point 

3 of concern for several years on the Rancho Seco event. On 

4 the other events you are going into. a much more improbable 

5 set of circu.mstances than i'f you rely on operator action to 

6 any degree. I gather that is the· basis for some of your 

7confidence that we have no concern at the present time. 

8 MR. DENTON: Proper o.pera tor action would certain 

9 ameliorate it. 

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, we have enough time to 

11 look at it. 

12 MR~ DENTON: Yes,.we have enough time to look at 

13it. I still think that for some class of vessels remedial 

14action is going to be necessary. 

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I am Looking at it while we 

16 are study it. I want to have some feeiing of confidence 

17myself and t. am sure all of us want to have confidence that 

18 there is no - likelihood of any of these vessels going in the 

19 ·time period that we are studying. 

20 

21 

MR. DENTON: That is where I have come out. 

MR. MURLEY: Ye~. As I said, we feel we have got 

22time to wrestle with these issues and come up with a 

23regulatory position that can be defended. The way w~ are 

24headed now i~ wiil include a limit of some kind and it may 

25well mean that ~ome plants will have to take corre~tive 
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1 action .before the end of their service life. I don't know 

2what that means,- but it involves-so~e plant changes that 

3 could be costly. 

4 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS:· W·e·ll, what form would they 
,. ' 

5 likely take?: 

6 MB. MURLEY~ Well, to remove fuel, but all that 

7does is slow dovn the problem. But removing fuel and 

8· putting in dummy fuel elements on the outside· is one 

9example. Another and-the·mo~t radical one is to anneal the 

10 vessel at high temperatures and _that has never been done 

11before on a commercial plant and it would be a major 

12 undertaking •. 

13 - COl!MISSIOHER AHEARNEi. Has it been done on. a 

14 non-comm.ercial plant? 

15 ' MR. MURLEY: Yes, it was done in a. military 

16re~ctor·in Alaska. They ~nly r~ised it up to 650 degtee~ 

11Fahrenheit using pump heat, and one only ~ains like a 50 

1adegree reductiorr in reference temperature by. doing that. So 

19 it is not very useful. 

20 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Brif if you get reductions in 

21 rates of nine or numbers like that it could be quite useful 

-._ 22 over the remain:ing lives of some of_ these, reactors. 

23 MR~ MURLEY: Yes~ 

24 CHAIRMAN. P-ALLADINO: -. Well now the next time,·._ and ·I 

.25 Cigree with·.the request, and I forg:et who m~de it, one of ·my 
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two colleagues. here, that perhaps we· ought to hear from some 

2 of the owners groups'· representatives on this. I think that 

· .3 would be a. good idea .•. ihy don't: we take that under 

4. advisement and we. will' work out the way for doing that. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9-· 

10 

11 

12· 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

. 18. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

. 23 

24· 

25 

.. · 

·Any other· questio~s or comments on this subject?. 

.. {No· res.ponse •. ) 

·Thank you. 

We vi11 stand-adjourned. 

{Whereupon·, at 3i20 p.m., the meeting. adjourned.) 

* *· *. 
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